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Murray Swim Team Beats
Paducah Team This Week

Vol. LXXXXI No. 169

Automobiles and Food
Get Large Portion of
Money Spent In County

The powerful Murray Swim Diana Boone, Gene Wilferd,
Bat•
Team coached by Jack Baker Susanne Pitman, Maggie
SuS3n
the
Garland,
tie.
Rhonda
defeated
Erickson,
Jim
and
Paducah swim team by a score Crass, Pam Johnson, Mike Hibof 395 to 261, July 14th at the bard, Cindy Chrisman. Emily
Oaks Country Club. The teens Gore and Michael Pitman
Is composed of swimmers from
Other Ribbon winners were
the Calloway County and Oaks Criss Miller, John McCage. Ted
Country Clubs.
Forrest, F. Dibble, Nancy Fake
Blue ribbon winners were Donna Adams, Steve Hussung
Tommy Film, Alan Warner, Tommy Image Nick Hibbard The Week In Review
Bret Warner. Lynn Sullivan, Kevin Ray, Robbie Hibbard
Robyn Ray, Leslie Hunter, Mar- Anthony Fake, Betsy Gore
John Mary Leigh Furches.
tha Pitman, Debbie Henry,
ShaPhlylis Tibbs, Leanne Dick.
Hat, Brad Boone, Kevin
Boone, Tammy B. Flora, Lee Hopkins, Charhan, Howard
Boone, Jill Austin, Mary Ann lene Tucker, Kathrine SimLittleton, Laurie Crass, Breed mons, Bobbie Fike, Ginna Jones,
DeAnn Thornton, Clay Furch
Austin.
Bryan Warner, Tyler Seale, es, Vince Furches, Chip Furch
By H. J. HELLER
Jay Pitmen, Becky Thernten, es and Mike Hibbard.
United Press International
Karen Hussung, Donna Keller, The swim team will travel
dependent
Britain,
Great
Leslie Furches, Nancy Hart, to Cape Girardeau, Mo., today
the, to participate ULM &way meet.
Mery An Taylor, AnalJaete
uPola tree 3"Pc-S to the seas for
its survival, this week declared
a state of emergency,. to deal
with the first shutdown of its
!

England Declares State
Of Emergency On Ports

Food -Purchases
Are Almost
$9 Million

NEW YORK - flow are Calla
top village ending a six-day way County families apportioning
"fairly
them
battle that cost
the larger incomes they are now
heavy" casualties.
receiving? How much are they
MIDEAST— President Nasser epenaing in local retail. stores?
of Egypt ended his 19-day visit
According be a new consumer
to Moscow where he received market study covering the past
against
aid
of
further
pledges
year, local outlays for goods
Israel and Soviet backing for and services continued at a high
his demand that Israel with- level, despite Inflation and deThe extreme measure, taken draw from Arab land it now spite a general feeling of uncerunder the Emergency Powers occupies.
tainty with respect to the national
Act of 1920, was evoked in the
ALLENTOWN, Pa. — Seven economy. and figures, listing
Pairings have been announced Frank, Maxine Miller.
The facts
Ann Ma- face of a nationwide dockworkchildren were killed and 52
for the second annual Ladies 9:04 Essie Caldwell,
ers strike— the first crisis of
anamints spent locally for
the
Margaret
Shuffett.
han,
the
Tournamein
Golf
injured
person
Oaks levitaeional
'
e gewertm*other
, food, clothing, furiagotaay
cnnserveliv
automobiles
AlicarnitjaeD
Mary
a
on
bus
crash of a chartered
nt to .be ;tined at the Oake
other commodities,
med.
and
niture
Hunt.
Jean
Orr,
Inns
Graves,
icked highway. InvestigaCountry Club July 22.
Rate
The state of emergency gave rain-sl
of the come from the atendard
surr- 9:20 Janice Stubblefield, Judy
the
m
tires
rear
twogolferefto
90
said
About
tors
..
the govecadient- authority to
and Data Service. Its survey,
almost no tread,
had
vehicle
ounding area will be participating Andreis -ail Campbell.
to
measures
special
released, gives comparable
Linda Mc- take
DETROIT— The United Auto just
in this annual event. Lunch will 928 Molly Jones,
and fuel supplies,
food
each section of the counfor
control
data
Kephart.
Terry
Dade,
the
with
talks
betclub
be served by the host
Workers began
vital
and
other
on
try.
transportati
Garrison,
Edith
936
Flight
4th
Big Three, General Motors,
Cotton Candy Eater: Nancy Jones, Calloway Counties ?Mir Queen for 1970. takes time out during ween rounds with recognitioeaud
In Calloway County, it shows
Slusmeyer, Josie Whitte- activities. It also gave it the Ford and Chrysler,
presentation of prizes woe by
her busy schedule for a bite of some cotton candy. The fair will end this Saturday
necessary
if
troops,
use
to
right
- more, Ruth Fritts.
Prince a large part of the consumer
—
WASHINGTON
golfers, door prizes.
food supplies.
dollar went to stores selling
A social hour will folloef 11141 9:44 Billie Cohoon, Beverly to move
and Princess Anne of
The country's 47,000 long- Charles
and automobile equipment.
food
Robinson.
Euldene
Spann,
House
White
the
day's play.
struck Wednesday to Britain visited
them, they accounted
shoremen
Euva
Between
Outland,
Katheryn
9:52
and
Mary Jane Harris of Paducah
for a relatively informal
busNell Mitchell, Betty Stewart, Ma- support demands Mr an 80 per private
the for 51 percent of all retail
with
meeting
is the defending champion.
in the local area.
cent increase ite the basic wage
family. The accent iness done
Following are the pairinme rilyn Adkins.
presidential
By comparison, only 40 per10:00 Betty Hunter, Annie Kni- rate. Employers offered a7 per was on youth with Tricia Nixon,
NO. 1 TEE
Hum- cent hike.
was so-spent in other parts
Mary
cent
Grogan,
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Mo.
ght,
Linda
8:00
Eisenhowp:
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Championshi
and Julie and
World:
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Round
United States and 44 perthe
of
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Colgin, Sawidra Edwards, Dora
er taking over much of
the State of Kentucky.
in
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Oakley,
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thy Herron.
hosting responsibilities.
Food purchases alone, in supred room, she
don, Jean Wilson, Jackie Ran- troops recaptured a mountain.
blood-spatte
the
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8:08
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(UPI)— An
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amounted
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said,
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Harris.
Klapp
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slashed the throats of two
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year's $8,788,000.
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previous
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Fair
Cokes,
Police
hurt."
doesn't
Frances
County
really
Calloway
to the
8:24 Wanda Mullinax, Violet
California girls, killing one and
These expenditures covered
dom.
which she found among some leaving the other critically refused to either confirm or Cummias, Virginia Rogers.
only food that was brought for
8:08 Ann Myers,Betty Lowery,
old things The pass was for wounded and unable to speak, deny a report that another note
832 Mary Anderson, Virgie
home consumption. Not included
Elizabeth Gowler.
the fair for October 6, 7, 8, and late Thursday night in a Loop said, "Death is beautiful."
Wilson, Laura Parker.
FRANKFORT, iky. — The Ken- other areas of the nation, is ex- Is money spent in restaurants,
8:16 Frances Hulse, Sara MaMiss Okubo and Miss Yama. • 8:40 Dutch Bryant, Dot Simm9, 1915. It was issued to W. J. hotel where they were attendtucky Hap:wheat of Health ann- periencing an alarming increase lunch rooms and other dining
Lewis, a conductor on the N. C. ing a convention of Japanese- da, both of Stockton, Calif., had ons, Sue Morris.
ddox, Jane Bradley.
ounced this week that a limited In reported cases of rubeola," and drinking places.
HibbCarol
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8:24
& St. L. Railroad. Mr. Lewis Americans.
and Flight: 8:48 Sandy Weinnumber of doses of rubeola("8- "Two rubeola — associated
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ther. Nat
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8:32 Evelyn Jones,
Bobo.
Theda
survivor,
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said
Police
chanan,
vaccine Is available again at no ed and more will surely follow was determined by dividing the
of the fair board and M. D. Carol Yamada, 18, managed to
The body of Miss Okubo,
8:56 Virginia Jones, Norma Sullivan, Grace James.
cost to county health departme- if this upward trend in measles total amount spent by the number
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in
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foot,
hand
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Ballone,
Millie
8:40
Flight
3rd
in
nts,
reduced," said of families. It averaged out to
had signed the pass.
Helen Glover, Alberta Green, "The vaccine is being furnish- occurrence isn't
gestures" of the attacker win the partially-filled bath tub.
J.
director of the $1,211 per family.
W.
Dr.
Skaggs,
but
Miss
her
feet
tied
Yamada,
Ann Sarten,
turned on her when she went tc
ed to counties for combating an
le diseases.
As for retail outlets for cars,
Mn. Maxine Puckett of Dexter
her hands free, was standing in
8:48 Mary DeMyer, Bobbie Da- alarming increase of "old fash- office of communicab
room
her
Hotel
Palmer
House
"All children over one year motorcycles, boats and other aubrings in "The Elementary
the middle of the room, covered
Rambo, Mary Brady.
Julie
vis,
had
happenec
find
out
what
to
ioned" measles in the state,"
have not had natural tomotive equipment, their total
Spelling Book." On the inside
8:56 Doris Rose Sue Ann Ri- says C. Hernandez, M.D. direc- of age who
roommate, Evelyn with blood, signs of a frantic
her
vaccine sho- for the year came to$13,860,000.
of the book is the mune of to
measles
or
measles
her.
around
struggle
Fandrich.
ngo, Nancy
18.
the de- uld be immunized as quickly as
of epidemiology for'
tor
R. C. Copeland and the note Okubo.
The survey shows that other
Lt. Michael Spiotto, chief of
Marie
9:04 Anna Mary Adams,
partment.
that it was purchased in March
lines also turned in good
retail
possible.
underwent
Yamada
Miss
Chicago detectives, said police
Weaver, Mary Holland.
"The glaring need for core
WASHINGTON (UPI) — im
of 1913 for the price of 15 surgery and was under guard in did not know whether settler of
figures for the period.
Eeelyn LaTackett,
Nell
9:12
of
the
goal
said
Skaggs
rubeolaer
Dr,
tioued emphasis on
cents. It is a blue back spell- Hearotin Hospital. A doctor the girls had been raped.
Weal
etary
r sa
riday_th
Slcrr
ioei
tHeirek
Those selling general mere:tree
gterorwaja; Us, Urbena Koenoen.
Mallon bethe state has prompted measles eradication will never
ing book produced by Noah said the blade had slashed. Spintto refused to confirm or
in variety and departSue Brown (3rd), Betty reevaluation of priorities Mid be reelleed unless we continue encase,
10:00
Webster.
the environa
chalked up a total
stores,
ment
Smock
through her windpipe and just deny reports that Miss Yamada drive to clean op
Sue
(4th) , Jenny
available resources," Hernan- to concentrate on:
to become Hinton
have
not
does
ment
$2,320,000.
of
"She
vein.
a
jugular
as
the
attacker
her
had identified
missed
+Measles immunization of all
Tho book tells you how to probm (4th).
dez said.
Shops selling shoes, hats, glovmissed death by a fraction of Negro with an Afro haircut. He a "dog-eat-dog struggle
nounce words and how to spell
"We are exploring all possi- children as soon after one year of es and other articles of apparel
conser
and
industry
tween
inch," he said.
an
waiting
were
s
said
investigator
and use them.
bilities for fending in an effort age as possible.
had receipts of $2,221,060.
letter ta the Editor
Stripped and Bound
for the survivor to recover tion."
+ Enforcement of the law which
to secure sufficient vaccine to
The volume in stores handling
in
to
her
carne
help
Before
be
to
sufficiently
questioned.
"Let's find new ways, better
She also brought in several old
keep the disease under control," requires certification of meas- furniture and other home furnish‘ways of doing business so that De„ Jim,
les immunity for children enter- ings was $3,054,000.
legal papers, one of which was
he said.
a deed for 80 acres which was
our industries can prosper and
The Board of the Murray- "The termination of the Fed- ing school.
+Intensive case surveillance
purchased for $400. The deed
NOW AT HOME
our environment flourish at the Calloway County Mental Health- eral Vaccination AssistanceProCenter
Retardation
was dated September 10, 1896
Mrs. Amos McCarty has resame time," Hickel told the Mental
ject last year grossly curtailed by physicians, health departmenthe
for
you
wishes to thank
National Petroleum Council.
turned to Murray after being
the supply of the relatively ex- ts and school authorities.
(Continued on Sack Palm)
+Epidemiologic followup of in the Western Baptist Hospital
"The right to produce is not excellent coverage which you pensive rubeola (measles) vaccthe right to pollute," he gave the center in your newa ine to county health departments reported cases, aadj immediate in Paducah for seven weeks.
Immunization of groups of sus- She underwent bone drafting while
cautioned the oil men who epapee July m
throughout the nation."
coverage has already atPenh government. The town 01 serve
By ROBERT KAYLOR •
as advisers to the
f
not surprislim,"he said, ceptibies identified during such in the hospital. She is home now
is
"It
'PHNOM PENH (UPI) —With Neak Luong is a headquarters interior Department on Preb- forded the center with a new "that Kentucky, along with many Investigations.
and doing tine,
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fighting in the Vietnam War at for
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oration, a flag and
the lowest ebb of the year Vietnamese force in Cambodia petroleum industry,
He pointed to three exameles from the Woodmen of the
President Nguyen Van Thieu of and was heavily guarded.
er
ond In Webst
Security guards ringed the of how the nation must permit World Insurance Company and
South Vietnarn and Premier
meeting
zone and the town development of its resources gas lights for the sign in the
Lon Nol of Cambodia met
Natural Gas
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (UP!) Friday in a summit conference Itself is heavily protected by but still protect the environ- yard from Murray
— Kenneth Almon, 37, a Webster In the Cambodian village of South Vietnamese tanks and merit. His examples included Company.
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Pairims Announced For Oaks
Invitational Golf Tournament
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Sex-Crazed Killer
Slashes 2 Throats

Measles Vaccine Now Available
To Health Departments In State

New Ways Should
Be Found To Clean
Up Says Secretary

Thieu And Nol Meet In
School -Teacher Summit Conference Fri.

e. Undir
!
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B

WEATHER REPORT
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Postal Reform Bill
The two major differences between the
House-approved postal reform bill and that
approved by tbe Senate are critically important.
With respect to future postal rates the House
would give veto power to a majority of either
House over any rates set by an independent rate
commission. The Senate would bar Congress
from having any voice in rate-making but would
allow interested parties to appeal through the
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Computers in Fight Against Air, Water Pollution

By Central Press
CLEVELAND-On a recent
Friday in heavily industrial
Greater Pittsburgh, a temperature inversion trapped air-borne
pollutants, creating a potential
health hazard for residents. Vital early warning of this conBy MRS. W. P. WILLIAMS
dition was provided the Allegheny County Health Departspray ana leave it on for a long nient by a computerized system
July 17, 1970
Now that the sun is really enough time to do the job right, of air pollution monitoring.
Related computer-assisted apnclIng down the heat to us, some three or four hours. It is far
proaches to air and water polplants, especially roses need not better to do this once a week than
to sprinkle each day. Try to find lution control now are being
watering,
bow deep the water soaks in, by taken by many government
and
cultivating
only
be
digging
away the top inch or so. agencies, as well as private inbut mulching. If the roots can
forIinhh
att
dustry.
kept cool the foliage and You will be surprised to find it
e Pittsburgh incident, inblossoms will be helped to quite dry before you get to the
ion transmitted electronmaintain their moisture content roots.
ically40-an IBM computer from
Much more easily. For the next So happy watering, along with remote sensing devices resulted
cultivating.
two months it will be necessary to our mulching and
in the ordering of an alert which
lasted six hours. During this pewatch those three aids to garriod, the area's heavy industry
dening, water, cultivation and
immeincluding steel
mulch. Each does its part to
diately.curtailed pollutionmake healthy plants.
breeding operations.
One of the old fashioned plants By United Press Internationl
The next step, had the situanumber
of
Today is Saturday, July 18, tion persisted, would have been
seen in every yard a
years ago is the ornamental the 199th day of 1970 with 166 to to restrict downtown auto traffic. In this instance, that was
grass. There are several types follow.
not necessary.
and very rarely do we see any of The moon is full.
• .5 .

Motor Truck Division is using
a computer in continuing effort
to reduce air pollutants from
truck engine exhausts.
Linked directly to instrumentation which analyzes exhausts
during engineering tests, an
IBM system at the company's
Ft. Wayne, Ind., plant prepares
detailed reports on the level of
hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide emitted at speeds between
zero and 50-miles-per-hour.
• • •
FROM in-place engine run,
exhaust gases are converted to
voltage readings by an infra-red
analyzer, and entered directly
into the computer. Acting upon
this instantly-available information, engineers can adjust components and re-test within minutes.
Automobi'e
manufacturers
also are making use of computer-based testing to assure that
a low level of pollutants are
emitted by engine exhausts.
Most of these operations rely
upon both stationary and moving tests of vehicles.

ALMANAC

In

addition

to

helping

the

them.
The morning star is Saturn.
fight against air pollution, comCOMPUTER-BASED rystems
puters are utilized to monitor
The Pampas Grass is the most The evening stars are Mercualso are being used in air polthe level of pollution in the nafamiliar, but there were others. ry, Venus, Mars and Jupiter.
ution research and control in
tion's rivers and lakes, as well
The Fountain grass, another On this date in history:
Hartford, Conn.; State College,
as to aid purification of urban
In 1914 the United States Pa. and Fort Wayne, Ind.
water supplies.
called the Rattlesnake and created an aviation section Scientists at the Travelers
• • •
another called Rabbit Tail grass within the armed forces. It Research Corp. in Hartford,
IN CINCINNATI.a desk-size
courts
- Conn.-- -soon to be known as the
that looked at a distance like the consisted of-Sil planes.
computer analyzes hourly water
In 1938 Douglas Corrigan Center for the Environment and
Some sort of appeal system should be Pussy Willow, were always in arrived
quality readings from the 951methvarious
testing
Man-are
in
Dublin,
Ireland,
after
yards especially in the country.
mile-long Ohio River to aid the
providbd but there will be little postal reform if Perhaps
pollution by
this is because of the having flown out of New York ods of reducing air
Ohio River Valley Water Saniatmospheric
condisimulating
rates can be suspended or deferred through apace needed, but I always like City obstensibly for California
tation Commission (ORSANCO)
tions inside a computer.
in enforcing pollution control
years of litigation. A time limit on Congressional them,they looked so feathery and ..., earning • the nickname Aimed at producing specific
Way Corrigan."
measures.
recommendations for improving
veto can also lead to confusion but seems to be graceful blowing in the wind. :'Wrong
They have given way to the more In 1950 Jersey Joe Walcott Connecticut's air quality, the re.Electronic devices at 27 stathe safest choice between the two..
compact. plants that are more knocked out Ezzard Charles in search is based on a mathematitions along the river and its
the seventh round to win the al 'Model developed by the
The second conflict occurs in the provision suitable to smaller yards.
tributaries constantly analyze
So many of the older shrubs heavyweight boxing title.
Travelers for use in an IBM
water for dissolved oxygen, temfor public service activities, The House would
Zoinahreee-liek•41 ceasing devices Ulm thirvi.wes.ashop- a reef in the
perature, pii,conductiyity, qxyhave been changed also, adapted _In.7196.11,S sUrnnauts Jo
Rigel ea& vsks pxwiiirz:vig•44su4swas4▪
Phisiretwfoi
,
neprovide 10 per cent of postal costs the first year to smaller space. Many of the Young and Mike Cooper set an To.: formulate the complex cently provided the Allegheny County 14eobh Department with gen reduction potential, chloride
.orh14/.. record by reacking_a mathematical equations making vital early-warning of a pessihly -Issienelet-Setwastiestere nrrersiorr. and !pial. radigtionintensity:
to be covered by Congressional appropriation for Adder varieties of lowering
resorded at each station
public service. This would phase out over several now come in the dwarf size that height of just over 478 miles. ed _from.. 25 measuring stations tory ailments is traceable to air or numerical values for re- Is Data
transmitted by telemeter to
will fit in a postage stamp yard. -- A.-thought --for the day:
and from specially - equipped pollution.
years so that by 1978 it would be eliminated and
searchers.
ORSANCO headquarters and
I didn't realize that there were American Author Edward New- trucks and aircraft along the
Dr. Rodney A, Rhoades, asThis information is the basis fed into the system. Combined
postal revenues would be equal to costs. The so many annuals and perennials ton said; "From contemplation statie's
borders: Sources of pol- sistant professor of applied of reports for the National In- with riverflow
forecasts from
that are suitable for dry, hot one becomes wise, but know- lution monitored included motor physiology, said one year's work stitute of Health, and
Senate would set public service costs at a
the U.S. the U.S. Weather Bureau and
sunny spots until I listened to a ledge comes from study."
vehicles, power plants, factories has uncovered results that will Department of Health, Educa- data from the
U.S. Geological
permanent 10 per cent of total postal operations
Garden Club program last week on
and home heating units.
be useful in establishing new tion and Welfare. Government Survey, the information
is used
to be appropriated by Congress.
• • •
the subject. There is no end to the
air pollution control criteria.
agencies are looking to studies to appraise river quality condiSHOT KILLS CHILD
University,
Data
from
State
experiments
with
list
and
there
is
Penn
of
this
never
an
AT
kind
excuse
to
establish accept- tions in Illinois, Indiana, KerThis.seems to be more in keeping with the
NEW YORK ( UPI )-A shot ,mputerized research is under- laboratory animals is fed into able levels of pollution for regu- tucky, New York,
having
bare
ground
Ohio, Pennhistorical intent of a government-operated postal for
through
the
first-floor
fired
an
IBM
System,
inci36Q,
evaluated,
the
determine
if
latory
to
purposes.
way
sylvania, Virginia and West Virthroughout the summer.
of
a
window
Bronx
respire. and printed in graphs, equations
apartment
other
colds
or
Internatienal
service.
lence
of
Harvester Co.'s ginia.
. Most annuals reseed themtoday killed Oswaldo
Insistence upon a hard and fast rule that all selves and will spring up early
Vargas,
3,
asleep
in
his
bed.
voluntarily the next season, just
postal services should pay their own way can
Police said there was no
as birght and perky as ever. The
only bring the arbitrary termination of many
lowly zinnia has been perfected violence or fighting in the area
until it is no longer just a common and had no idea who fired the
public service activities traditionally and
flower,
but is a truly lovely thing. shot or why it was fired.
historically offered through the Post Office for
But it still will grow in hot soil in a
the benefit of all the people at the lowest price
most persistent manner. The
many blacks and other minori- are in business to make money
possible.—Editor and Publisher
Calendula is another that is not
ties as I can. Not that I want and they are a reflection of the
By ARMY ARCHER()
planted nearly often enough.
Written Especially for Central Press ouid This Newspaper
an all-black cast or crew any entire world, which is not all
HOLLYWOOD--Most actors, when they turn to production, more than I'd like to see an all. black or all white. The primary
I They with the Gillardia will
are content with one company upon which they rely as an outlet white cast or crew on any pic- purpose is to entertain and
provide a rainbow of blossoms all
for a pet project. Not so with Sidney Poitier. In addition to being ture.
that's what I'm for. By having
summer long and give enough
one of the busiest and biggest_box office attraetions in a quiet
"However, motion pictures same control. I can hopefully
variety in color and size to suit all
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
—Otively heads not one, but three
movie market, Sidney aHib
maintain some balance."
needs.
production companies. He's a hard-headed businessman.
And those who have worked
Now is the time to take cuttings
"There are no black guys regularly producing motion pictures GUERRILLAS ATTACK
with Poitier know that when
of azaleas. Put cuttings in sand or
that I know of. However, I think it absolutely necessary that all
LISBON I UPI)-The Portu- he is in artistic control-he is
James Earl Craft, age 32, Hopkirsville fireman, drowned today in sand and vermiculate, first
black actors do not sit at home waiting for a phone call from a
the Turkey Creek area of Kentucky Lale. The Murray Rescue Squad diptring them in one of the rooting
guese
Armed Forces Informa- indeed, in control
white producer to determine whether they have a job or not.
was called to the'scene.
said today more
tion
Service
•
hormones. Keep the surface of
-Understandably, most black actors or actors in general, do
L. W. Smith was named president of the Calloway County Fair the sand moist and roots should
than 300 guerrillas attacked the
producers.
not want to become
no salary guarantee but with a Portuguese Guinea village of BLOUNT AT FUNERAL
Board. Robert Hopkins is vice- president.
develop within a six weeks
In striving for creative fulfill- percentage of the profits. The Pirada Sunday night, killing 15
Dr. Donald Hughes is visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. L. period. This is a good way to get
ment, they are not sure that
Hughes. He has completed his year of internship at Charity Hospital, small plants to Fill in an azalea
persons and wounding 41.
they want the additional headWASHINGTON ( UPI -PostNew Orleans, La.
The announcement said a
bed or border that is scanty or
aches and responsibilities inmaster General Winton M.
soldier
was
missing
Brigitte 13ardot in "Babette Goa To War" is showing at the where some of the plants were
Portuguese
volved with production. But a
Varsity Theatre.
In the attack on the African Blount will represent President
winter killed. After July, it will be
few of us have ,the know-how,
Nixon at funeral services today
enclave. The Senegal
:weight and economic ability to
too late to get good plants started
a it and I think we should."
guerrillas looted and set fire to for the late prime minister of
before cold weather
His first Eompany E & R Pro50 huts under cover of rocket, Iceland, Bjarni Benediktsson.
If you find some of the bark
ctions which recently comcannon and mortar fire, the Blount will be accompanied
eaten off your lilacs, it could be 'COPTEt CRASH VICTIM
by Sens. Gordon Allog, R-Colo.,
pleted "Kane." is named for his
Maj.
Gen.
'George
said.
W.
communique
Casey
wasps. I just learned that wasps
parents (deceased) Everlyn and
and Gail McGhee, D-Wyo. The
(above
commending gen-.
consider
the
tender
bark
* * *
Reginald). His second, primarLEDGER & TIMES FILE
prime minister, his wife and a
delicacy. Spraying withD.D.T. or eral of the U.S. lit Air Cavily a holding company, is named
grandchild died in a fire last
Television Hockey
other good spray will get rid of alry, and six subordinates
in honor of a brother and sister
NEW YORK(UPI)- Official weekend.
the pests easily.
- - are missing in a helicopter
talso deceased) Verden and
crash
somewhere
viewing
figures through approxin
water
is
If you
at all this summer,
South
cedric. His third company
imately the halfway mark of the
one involved with fellow Oscar
and of course you must, water Vietnam. He was on his.. way
winners Paul Newman and Barwinter showed that National
Distribution among 90 school districts in Kentucky of the $4,287,500 deeply and well. I have found It to visit wounded, men of his
bra Sirilaand, called Fillet Arequalization fund was announced by the State Department of doesn't pay to stand and hold the division. The fifth general
Hockey League games on CBSEducation. Calloway County schools are scheduled to.receive $37,267 hose, I will tire long before there killed- in the Vietnam war,t tists PrOdu„ctions.
TV increased 21 per cent ,over
• •
in aid.
last year while the increase of
is sufficient water soaked into the Gen- Coaey-wa.s 48. Mrtioine
Dr. and Mrs. A. H. Kopperud and Mr. and Mrs. Keith Morris of the ground. It is much better to set a Ia in North,Scituate, Mess,
National Basketbill Association
WHY didn't`E&Iney form his
company with pals Sammy
Murray Lions Club are attending the Lions International Convention
games viewed, carried hy.lkfIC
vis, Jr. and Harry Belafonte•
in Chicago, III.
was 12 per cent. 4.
. AM* 7 p.o. Ms.
_ *Pt..
Instead of with the two white
Ilat. II Sue.
The annual Boatwright reunion was held at the City Park with sixty
answer
Sidney,
the
stars?
For
persons attending.
is Amply one of economics.
TODAY tiny TUES.
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Bailey have returned from a vacation in
11**W1,„0.0 0i,",----,—,..,kJ
-With tiammy and Harry,
..AC
California and other points in the western states.
would have seine trouble rein-
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Pirates I
But The

By RUDY CERN1
PITTSBURGH U
Pittsburgh Pirates
thing but the ball gal
They won the che
crowd Thursday night
game played at new 71
Stadium when they n
tartan turf field, resl
new uniforms.
Willie Stargell iv
donated by a loca
company for being
pirate to hit a home
635 million stadium.
But the Cincinnati
the game, 3-2, on I
run-scoring single in
inning.
A crowd of 48,846, I
baseball attendance a
game in Pittsburgh,
Crosby, Pirate vice
heard Billy Eck:stine
National Anthem an
Pie Traynor, Hall
third baseman, throv
pitch.
Play Dixiela
The Dukes of
played jazz develop
the heyday of the
that plied up the IV
River from New Orle
Even the elements
ed. The day began s
skies and some rail
afternoon the skies h.
and a full moon was
game time.
The Pirate unifoi
comments from th
Now they are attired
caps with black br
uniforms and span
gold and black sodi

Believes -Black is Also Profitable

Pot

Ten Years Ago Today

FLYROD CATCH-11
bass he caught las
returned
after
his father and using I

Tired of

20 Years Ago Today

Deaths reported are Miss Eunice Oury age 77, Mrs. Ellen Lawson,
age 67, Everett Adams,age 58, and William F. Cooper, age 74
N. E. Stone and Company was low bidder for the surfacing of the
Five Points-Outland factory street to be begun in the near future by
the state highway department
Exactly 10,414 Calloway countians are registered and entitled to
vote in the primary election Saturday,august 3. In this total are 9,941.
Democrats, 937 Republicans, and 35 Independents.
The marriage of Miss Trucille Reeves, daughter of Mr and Mrs. C.
L. Reeves of Almo to J. C. Kemp,sari of Mr and Mrs. Clint Kemp of
Murray, was solemnized on July 13.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
That the man of God may beperfect, thoroughly furnished unto all
good sorks.- II Timothi 317.,
We are God's creatures and He takes Pride in His workmanship:
He likes perfection.

61 ACIIIITTED IN VIETNAM
Acquitted by a
military court. of • murder charges in Long Binh,
South Vietnam, Spec. 4/C..John R. I.anasa (left 1,
23, Baton Range. La., is congratulated by his lawyer, Capt. John Calvino, Providence. 'R.I. Lanasa
was 'accused of shboting a Vietnamese prisoner on
111111`T'S Iri.im his niatfjon leader.
I Radiophoto)
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SHIRLEYmAGAINE
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'TWO MULES FOR
SISTER SIUM
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE

Sidney Pehier
AS FOR Belafonte, Poitieg
noted. "I have -great admiration
for Harry who, as a black' pro- astuteness of his business judgducer has done remarkably d019- ment paid off and he was on
itive things in television and on his way. He has to date earned
stage. Now he is successfully more than 10 times his requestestablishing'himself in motion ed salary for that film. '
la.pursuit of his purposes'"
pictures. Hopefully, Jim Brown.
iwho iii a very intelligent actor 'I wanted to. produce films
hind a good businessnian, will which represent my view of the'
ilaltimately be able to produce world- .Poitier has tried to
train and incorpoiate as many
his own films, too."
- The first motion picture in minorities into the mainstream
which Poitier was financially of the motion picture businema
life:
OMINOUS OUTLOOK—
involved' was 'his Academy
,
Award-winning "Lilies of the
• • •
.. Sen. • Edward M. Ken"K
E" was produced .by nedy, D-Mass., is deep
'Field." This was a low-budget
ekman and-'directed by
film whieh no one partieularty--Joel
in thought in Washingwanti•ii to make And everyone James Goldstone, both whites.
ton aftet telling Presihulked
lera $250,000 but them were 35 per cent mins.ilary (at thirt time it's now
dent Nixon's Commission
technicians,,.that's more
siinakh-raitly increamett').
than on any picture produeed in
on Campus Unret the
Hollywood. to dit te. Five "id'
Pottier, with ,
outlook for more tnrest
itigle'ariiiisp
these were intiwn teehnisians,
alepose, wanted to -make .4 Tut
on c o!II e g e campuses
Naas blot**, two MeNiCS114‘1111.1*ilin and offered to 'take his
itilt)R 311(1 one Pueblo India n,
when the new term openg
(harass with the rest cif the •

Os
,

* FRESH I
* Co

cum EAS1WOOD

ing. say $4 million for film financing. With Newman and
Streisand I would have-lhe
same effort to raise $25 million! From a purely financial
standpoint, my choice is obvious."
• 5 4.
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Pirates Won Everything
But The Game Thursday

SATURDAY — JULY 18. 1970

Anchor Needed When Boating
Regardless of the size of
the boat, an anchor is a
handy piece of equipment to
have aboard. There are several types of anchors available and each has its advan
tages and disadvantages.
Before choosing an anchcir, or hook as it is sometimes called, consider the
size of the boat and the kind
of bottom you most often
encounter. A marine dealer
can offer recommendations.
Two types of anchors are
usually recommended, the
mushroom and the Danforth
anchor. The mushroom anchor is particularly suited
for permanent mooring
where there's a soft and/or
mud bottom. The Danforth
style is a good working anchor that settles quickly
and has good holding
Dowers. even on hard sand

or rocky bottoms. A short
stockleas anchor might
serve the purpose, or one of
the many lightweight, patented hooks, some of which•
hold better than others in
different kinds of bottom.
But no matter what type
you have be sure to have it
made up with the Inv secured to it ready to use
when you are cruising or
making long runs.
Another consideration,
according to the Evinrude
News Service, is the safe
ratio of length of anchor
line to depth of water. In
moderate weather, this ratio
is normally six-to-one. In
other words, if you anchor
in ten feet of water sixty
feet of line is the proper
scope, although if your boat
is light and there is neither
breeze nor current half that

would do for a effort time
A six-to-one ratio, however,
is better for overnight anchoring or if the boat is to
be left unattended.
Here are a few good
things to remember when
anchoring: examine the anchor first and be sure that
the line is attached properly
and that the other end is
secured to the boat; you
don't have to play shotputter with the anchor, just
lower it alongside the boat;
you should have the anchor
line coiled clear for running,
with no kinks or knots in it;
never stand on or in the coil
when letting the anchor go •
unless you want to go with
it.

By RUDY CERNKOVIC
more the uniforms have no
PITTSBURGH ( UPI) --The buttons, no zippers.
Pittsburgh Pirates won every The new uniforms are made
thing but the ball game.
of stretch material of nylon and
They won the cheers of the cotton. The jersey is a pullover
crowd Thursday night in the first type.
game played at new Three Rivers Most fans had little trouble
Stadium when they ran onto the pouring into the stadium. But
tartan turf field, resplendent in there were two exceptions—
dead.. three different times...I
By MILTON RICHMAN
new uniforms.
Baseball Commissioner Bowie
gotta say you're doin' a fair
UPI Sports Writer
Willie SIargell won $1,000 Kuhn and National League
day's work. God bless young The second women's inter-city
(UPI)—Ellis
YORK
NEW
donated by a local , lumber President Chub Feeney.
"The Cat" Clary is like -no Donald Rockwell, M.D. You golf tournament for the Oaks and
company for being the first
Were Admitted—Finally
know it hadcia be serious for Calloway County Country Clubs
pirate to hit a home run in the An usher who did not other cat you ever saw.
He's alive and well in Atley Donald, Spud Chandler was held Tuesday and Wed$35 million stadium.
recognize them forbade them to
all the other scouts to nesday, July 7 and 8, with first
But the Cincinnati Reds won enter gate "A" and told them Valdosta, Ga., right now but and
runnin' to the hospital. I day's play at Calloway and the
come
couldn't
the
thing
you
same
say
the game, 3-2, on Lee Mays' to walk around to gate "C."
they
think
came there to be in second at the Oaks.
months
No
two
ago.
him
bout
run-scoring single in the ninth But someone recognized two of
couldn't. Reports of his on the kill. I'm only kiddin'." Eighteen holes were played at
inning.
baseball's hierarchy and identi- sir, you
Ellis Clary is each club with the beginners
A crowd of 48,846, the largest fied them to the usher. They death were not exaggerated, You know
playing only nine holes at each
bit.
says.
one
Clary
Ellis
Not
baseball attendance at a single were admitted.
''I was stone cold dead in the feeling better when be tells you dub.
game in Pittsburgh, saw Bing )(uhn was amused.
things
like
this:
Saundra Edwards was the
Crosby, Pirate vice president, "I had the same trouble in market," says Ellis Clary who
"I only got to see three winner in the championship
heard Billy Eckstine sing the Cincinnati a few weeks ago talks lke that. "C-o-o-ld as a Minn's of that game but I Sta
Upper Nohn 8 black bass fair on
. nosing out the 1968 defending
National Anthem and watched when the Riverfront Stadium lock of ice. My heart quit got three of those kids to sign
deep runners and crawfish; white
'champion Evelyn Jones who was
Pie Traynor, Hall of Fame opened," he said. "Pete Rose beittln' completely. Three with us..."
bass good at times in jumps;
second. Betty Lowry was third,
good size bluegill on crickets and
third baseman, throw the first and I were about to go in when times. That's right, not once,
a Frances Hulse was
but
"I'm
Catholic
Or,
not
times.
three
happened
in
fourth,
It
and
worms.
pitch.
a workman told us 'you guys
gave Carol Hibbard had
Fairhope, Ala., on a Sunday Catholic priest came and
low putts.
Green River Reservoir bluegill
Play Dixieland
better get out of here."
last
me
You
the
rites.
know
Winner
of the first flight was
fair on worms and crickets;
The Dukes of Dixieland Some of the players on both afternoon, May 17th. I was somethin', I thought that was
Bobbie Buchanan, second, Mary
played jazz developed during teams appeared to have trouble lookin' over some boys in the terrific, and I appreciated it..."
croppie fair at night.
Alice Smith,third, Mable Rogers, Frankfort, Ky. UPI + The scattered catches of black
the heyday of the steamboats handling the balls on the high school all-star game there
Dewey - Bluegill good at five
Ellis
Cat"
"The
Clary
like
is
State Department of Fish and throughout lake;
fourth,
Grace
James,
only
and
three
I'd
low
see
innin's
putts,
croppie
ane
that plied up the Mississippi artificial turf.
feet; croppie good around tree
no other cat you ever saw.
Wildlife Resources reports the catfish fair
Reba Overbey.
when
suddenly
got
I
this
below dam. _
River from New Orleans.
tops'.
Eddie Dunn, Pirates head
Second flight winners were Sue "blahs" have set in at many
uncomfortable feelln
Cumberland - Croppie fair to
Even the elements cooperat- groundskeeper, was asked how
Grayson - Fair bluegill
GRAHAM
lakes
with
bluegill
being
TAKES
OPEN
Brown, first, Betty Hinton,
"I didn't rightly know what it
good day and night in upper throughout lake; fair black bass
ed. The day began with leaden he liked the artificial turf.
generally the top fish netted. section; blackand
BIARRITZ, France (UPI) — second...Nell
was.,
my
fallin'
liver
my
out
or
white
..Tackett.,..thia9.
bass
fair
skies and some rain. -But by "I'll miss the grass," he said
in lower section.
alimentary canal, and I said to David Graham of'Australia won Nancy Fandrich, fourth, and "However, the department says in jumps in upper and midafternoon the skies had cleared wistfully.
Fishtrap - Scattered catches of
some
white
the
$14,500
bass
reported
are
French
International
Rose,
Doris
low
putts.
myself, "Oh, Lordie, I sure hope
section; bluegill good in lower bluegill and
and a full moon was visible at
catfish.
being
taken
,Open
in
the
golf
jumps
championship
and
fair
ThursCarolyn Lane was the third
part by drift fishing worms and
this ain't somethin' I gutta use
game, time.
day when he shot a six-under- flight winners. Others placing catches of black bass by casting crickets; fair croppie;
UNDERGOES
every
maybe
day
heart."
SURGERY
like
my
below
lba., Pirate uniforms drew
par 64 to give him a 72-hole were Urbena Koenen, second. are being reported. The lake-by,* dam some trout on
ST. PAUL, Minn. (UPI)—U.S. neart.worms and
comments from the crowd.
Jenny Sue Smith,. third, Euldene lake rundown:
Open champion Tony Jacklin But it was. Unbeknownst to total of 268.
cheese.
Now they are attired in golden
50 MILLION WATCH
Barkley - Black bass fair to ' Dale Hollow
Fiorentino Molina of Argenti- Robinson, fourth, and Elizabeth
was an overwhelming winner in Ellis Clary he was having a
- Croppie fair on
caps with black brim, white
good throughout lake; bluegill minnows; bluegill fair on
the June HickokProfess ona 1 heart attack. A rough one, too. na and Jean Garaialde of Slusmeyer, low putts.
worms
uniforms and spangled
with
, Athlete of the Year balloting. It didn't- take long
to France tied for second at 269. First in the fourth flight was good in little river area and below at 15 feet; clear and falling slowly - NEW YORK ( UPII—Approxigold and black socks. What si
Jackie Ransom, second_ was dam; fair to good catches or at 80.
determine they couldn't do
mately
one-fourth
of
the
croppie at 4 to 10 feet.
Much for him in Fairbope. So REPORTS-LATE
fierlirigkgrA.
3_41.qt.t1i2O9d by country's. television audience
-Kentucky
-Lake
'Brc
reel:1
et-in short order there was Ellis - -WEST HEMYsTEAD,
t
eh
c
-Iiiit wealrt
drift fishing off deep banks;
l..foturtt
was
s -M
hir -w
ral
on
va
ce_lient_ in _Blood _River area.. scattered catches of hiscir bassin viewed the National Broadcast,the Minnesota Twins' 83- (.V.P.i)r--The-. _New • • Yore- -lets-Pueciote-,---aftei
ing Company's Tuesday night
granted
quarterback-movie
star
Shelia Grogan.
ear-old supervisor of scouting
Jumps.
telecast
of the All-Star game.
Joe
Nemeth
permission to Os lonamed
esetddrw
for the Southeastern section of
iveereon BNeotty1 nearest to hole on No. 8 at Oaks. Barren Reservoir - BluegW Figures gathered by the A.C.
nnagm
the country, being sped by report late to training camp so
good on worms aruitrickets at six Nielsen Company, which estiOaks.
ambulance
Mobile that he could complete produc- hole at Oaks; Saundra Edwards, Prizes were awarded at the feet.
the
to
mated the television audience
Infirmary in Mobile where they tion of a motion picture on the longest drive on No. 1 at close of the tournament on Rough River - Bluegill fair off at 50 million people, gave the
West
Coast.
Namath
will
miss
Calloway, drive nearest to hole Wednesday and a snack lunch rocky banks; scattered black game a record high 31.9 rating.
are more equipped to handle
five days of practice.
cases like his.
on No. 2 at Calloway, and drive was served.
bass on artificial nightcrawlers.
'They saw I was a basket
case right away and they got
this big oh' black box that gives
you an electric shock," Clary
says. "I don't know what they
call it but it saved my hide.
They told me later my heart
had done quit. They hadda go
tto the whip three times. If it
weren't for Dr. Donald Rockwell, the world's greatest, I
wouldn't be here today. When
you bring a man back from the

Sports Parade

Saundra Edwards
Wins Inter-City
Golf Tournament

Read The Want Ads

"Blahs" Set in ,On

Fishing Across State

Say Mercury
Causes Death
64 0f Eagles
FLYROD CATCH--Keith Cheek of Sprbigvfile hefts a 51e4-pound
bass he caught last week with a flyrod. Cbeeck, recently
returned
after a tour of duty in Vietnam, was fishing with
his father and using a bass bug when the big fish loaded on.

Tired of Your ON;in- Cooking?
Corns TO

HAZEL CAFE
and Try Our
* FRESH KY. LAKE CATFISH
* COUNTRY HAMS AND STEAKS
'all F'or Reservations)
Private Dining Room
7 Days a Week
6 a.m. to 10 p.m.
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CYCLE RACES
SUNDAY, JULY 19
at the

Ken Lake Cycle Club
TRACK
South of Murray
off Hwy. 121
Races Start
Promptly at

1:00 p.m.

* WHEELIE CONTEST
* SHARP BIKE CONTEST

DON't MISS THIS EVENT!!
Refreshments Available
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Add mercury to the list of
environmental menaces for
America's declining national
bird, the bald eagle.
Interior Department scientists at the Bureau of Sport
Fisheries and
Wildlife's
Patuxent Wildlife Research
Center near Laurel, Md., have
Implicated mercury as a cause
of death in bald eagles.
Four birds examined in a new
mercury testing program at the
Center contained residues of
this heavy metal—two Worn
Minnesota had lethal amounts
of 130 parts per million (plan)
and 117 ppm in the kidneys.
Autopsy
findings
and
microscopic studies
of the
kidneys had pointed to heavy
metal poisoning.
The: other eagles, which had
been shot in Wisconsin, had
sublethal amounts in the kidneys-7.9 ppm and 7.7 ppm.
Dr. Leslie L. Glasgow,
Assistant Secretary of Interior
for Fish and Wildlife and Parka,
announced that In the future all
bald eagles examined at
Patuxent Wildlife Research
Center will be tested for mercury. Most bald eagles found
dead in the United States are
sent there for study.
Dr. Eugene Dustman, Dirctor
of the Research Center,
believes the ealges are picking
up
mercury through the
Ingestion of fish. Mercury
contamination of the Great
Lakes already is causing
serious concern; the Bureau Is
investigating the effects of
heavy metals on the fish and
wildlife in the Great Lakes and
its tributaries.
that
Cenads estimates
250,000 pounds of mercury
are deposited in the Great
Lakes by Canadian industry
each year. The United States'
contribotion may exceed 500,000
pounds annually.
Mercury and other heavy
metals are exceedingly persistent in nature, remaining
perhaps 50 to 100 years in
stream and lake bottoms
Means of removal are still
unkown, but the Bureau is
see
.
iting.apswera.

107 p
died a lithe here.
•

Not on the highway. Not in the hospital
In fact, these 107 weren't even in the accident. But
they died a little just the same. Because they are the.
parents...the sons...the daughters. The brothers...
sisters...
The fellow employees. friends
...and neighbors.
All ;niles'away when the accident habpened, but part
- of each of them died here And nothing will ever put
things back the way they were
Next time we're
to take a chance while driving
a car, let's remember the other people who share our

uricres,...aunts.

tempivo

lives. Because we can't take chances only with our own
-life. We may think we can...at that moment...but we can't.
- And that's the way it is with a reckless driver.. a speeding driver.:a drinking driver. He thinks only of himself.
He doesn't give a thought to the others on the road with
him. Nor to the others in- his life.
As new car dealers, we know automobiles
are not meant for taking thoughtless chances.
If only all of us would remember that

N AO A

National Automobile Dealers AssOciation

()tittle' ofsisrirlatIon or areerlc• s rranceorsed new cer and

LICE dealers • Wash...talon D C

One in a series presented by 14.A.O.A., this newspaper, and the new car dealers of our community.
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Julie Eisenhower Declares New Longer .
Skirts Not For Her; Won't Wear Them
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Woman's View
By HELEN THOMAS

•••

Tenants' private lives
no concern of landlords
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My wife and I rent out part of our Irene
to make ends meet. We have had so much trouble with
tenants that we were really pleased when two quiet,
well-mannered university students rented our rooms.
Everything was fine, until cue day my wife decided that they
were homosexuals. She had no "preofr just a certain feeling. I told her I thought she was nuts because they are both
very masculine looking.
Recently while cleaning their room, my wife fotmd
several physical culture magazines, featuring male models. I
warned her that this kind of snooping was against the law
and the magazines didn't prove anything. She claims she
wasn't snooping, but that we could get into trouble with the
police if the boys were arrested, because even tie)
homosexuality between two consenting adults is not a crime
in Canada, these boys are minors I don't want to lose thefts
tenants and I don't want to treat them Maly on the
grounds of suspicion either. Is there any way
tellfor sure
if the boys are homosexuals? And if they are, what is our
legal position?
CANADIAN LANDLORD
DEAR LANDLORD: The only way for you to find out
conclusively whether these boys are for girls or each other is
to ask them. II don't recommend it as it's none of your
business.I
Your "legal position" is net affected by the sexual
preferences of year tenants so Wog as their activities are net
baneful is ethers- ea the_premises. If the -boys are
haseasernesaa, Orey beUrterthereeme pisee.-11.1-le. brag an
eitiseas and peiessants, yes.inver no basis
for ~era.
DEAR ABBY: Please tell Helen, the Roman Catholic
woman who was in love with a divorced Lutheran, that she
DOES NOT have to give up her religion to marry him, and
here is why:
The Roman Catholic church does not recognize his
marriage as a lawful marriage, hence Helen can marry this
Lutheran man in her Roman Catholic church. And since his
marriage is not valid, his divorce means nothing to the
Catholic church. In other words, this Lutheran is and always
was a free man, so he is free to marry her. Ask any Catholic
priest if you think I am steering you wrong. INFORMED
DRA.It INFORMED: I felt certain that you were
"NILSINFOlthiED"—hat I asked a Catholic priest anyway.
Helen is NOT free to marry her dtverced Lutheran lever. la
the eyes of the Catholic church be is indeed married and
divorced. [P.8. if it's any comfort to you, yours is • common
misconception.)
DEAR ABBY: I am disturbed about the letter you
received from parents of the junior honor student in college
who quit because of pregnancy. Tho the man involved was a
graduate student uninterested in marriage because it "didn't
fit into his plans," the families' -clergyman" advised
they use the story that the daughter's "husband" went to
Viet Nam and upon returning was so changed that she
divorced him.
I wholeheartedly commend you for denouncing the
"clergyman's" advice!
Please tell your readers to reject the counsel of such
men when it ealitradicts the Holy Scriptures. A lie is a lie!
God hates it! When "blind" leaders are followed, all fall into
the ditch.
This is my 15th year as a pastor. It is sickening to know
there are so-called "clergymen" who themselves are not
"men of God"—honest and courageous. No wonder people
are confused and going astray
-Very sincerely,
Marvin D. Price, pastor
First United Brethren church
Lake Havasu City, Ariz.
What's your problem! Yee% feel better if you get it elf,
year chest. Write to ABBY, Box iirlee, Las Angeles, Cal.
Wiese. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressied
envelope.
Letter writing ran be a bream Yee Abey's booklet.
"Flow to Write tatters ter All Oesaillmes.w send Si te
Abby, Bei Wes, Los Angeles, CaL 11111.
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of Murray
NWY. MI.S.

be knees. But it's doubtful they
ran buck the tide.
Inevitably they are fashion
WASHINGTON (UPI) —Fe. Leaders and inevitably they will
males fighting the advent of the-find the New
York
and
have
.a Washington stores showing only
-midi" in fall fashions
champion
Women's
at the Oaks Country Chib iron
the longer lengths.
House. She's 22-yearthe White Lit"tyle
three to six p. m. Each may
ECM Complaint
old Julie Eisenhower, who Julie's complaint is echoed in
bring one guest at 25 cents
firmly declares the longer the White House h„, most of the
per guest. Each is to bring a
skirts are not for her and she young staffers who prefer the
sack lunch.
won't wear them.
•••
miniskirt or at least hemlines
Saturday, July 11I
As Julie sees it, women have sugh..y
u above the knee.
The Baptist Student Union Circle I of the First United
"sheep"
in having t° Slim, darkhaired Julie Robinbecome fashion trends
will have a car wash at the
follow
they
-. son, who is on the First Lady's Miss Nancy Ross, bride elect of Memorial Baptist Church park- Methodist Church WSCS will
neither like nor wane She is
press staff, says of the Richard Schroeder, was honored ing lot from nine a. m. to four meet at the home of Mrs. E. W.
ready to lead a revolt and sees
longuette: "Are you kidding? I with a household shower on p. m. The price is $1.50 per Riley, 817 Sha-Wa Circle, at two
no reason to toss out I'e-r
p.m.
wouldn't be caught dead in Friday, July10 at seven o'clock in car.
present wardrobe.
them. I don't know anybody on the evening in the home of Mrs.
•••
Pat Uncertain
the staff who plans to buy I.E. Crawford.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold L. MarJulie's mother, the First 0,
em
vin will have open house in obLady, has been the most
Wednesday, July 21
"*„I don't have the money to
servance of their 50th wedding
adventuresome in trying new buy a new wardrobe. Besides, I
The regular ladies day lunThe honoree chose to wear a anniversary at their home from
-:
skirt lengths since last smuts don't want to look like Ruby lovely long sleeved, white voile
cheon will be served at neon
two to five p. m.
But even she seems uncertain Keeler."
at the Calloway County Counblouse, having a high neck with
of where she wants her
try Club. Hostesses will be
But Julie Eisenhower is pointed collar and cuffs edged in
Sunday,
July
11
hemline.
becoming more daring and less white tatting. Her navy blue skirt The Good Shepherd and Mar- Mesdames Bobby N. Crawford,
Tommy Alexander, Helen BenMrs. Nixon has been wearing
ingenue with her hairdos. For-was softly flared with gores
tin's Chapel UMYF will have nett, H. E.
her hemlines from knee length
Chrisman, Maurice
the Women's National Press
an ice cream supper at the Humphreys, Harold
Hurt, Sam
to two and three inches below.
Club's golden anniversary dinMartin's Chapel Church at 3:30 Knight, Alfred Lindsey,
Ross, mother
Phillip
As the summer goes on, both
Robert
Mrs.
hair
in
an
ner, she wore her
p. m. Homemade ice cream Mitchell, William Hall,
Frank
Julie and her sister, Tricia
honoree, wore a soft pink a and cake
updo evening coiffure of soft the
will
be
served
for
A. Stubblefield, Vernon Stubsheath, and Mrs. Ervie R fifty
Nixon, 24, have remained
cents.
curls which was very much white
blefield, and Robert Young.
aoldouts with skirts well above admired, especially by her Schroeder, the future mother-in
• ••
• ••
law, chose to wear a sheath
A reception in celebration of
husband.
knit.
white
the 50th wedding anniversary ASKS FOR AWARD
-I've been trying to get her blue and
CORP. PRESIDENT by day and
of Mr. and Mrs. Clanon Gam- WASHINGTON (UPI —Rep.
to wear it up for a long time,"
dancer by night is the life of
The gift table was adorned wi ble will be held at their home Samuel Devine, R-Ohio, besaid Julie's husband, David,
Janet Boyd, shown someayellow net flounce and gr
from two to four p. m.
lieves the government should
what disattired in Las Ve• ••
crocheted lace complimente
establish a national ecology
gas, Nev. She heads the Newith an arrangement of fern
Monday, July 20
military
award—similar to the
vada franchise of "The Wig
The Women's Association of "E" for excellence awards of
yellow candles, and a singl
and I," for marketing wigs,
the
First
honoree
w
Presbyterian
Church
yellow rose. The
World War II—to be presented
Continuing the series of
toupees and hairpieces.
assisted in opening her man will have a potluck luncheon at manufacturers fighting pollupre-nuptial parties planned to
_
_the
church
at
12:30
p.
m.
Heim
The
Mrs.
Pam
gifts
by
lovely
tion.
honor popular bride-elect, Miss
don and Miss Alice Crawford. program will be presented by
Devine introduced a bill to and service organizations would
Nancy Robbins, was a brunch
Sam
Paulus,
a
MSU
student
provide such an award. Civic also be eligible for the honor.
held Friday, July 10th, at 11:30 _
from India.
a.m. at Holiday Inri
• ••
Refreshments of dainty sandostesses were Mrs. David
------7swiehes, small cakes, mints,
•
Tuesday, July 21
to-OkoNry, Mrs. Junes Glover,Arro. A. C. •Weintsaub, 1s.,-and ,-1.1NIXERSITY,—EARK, Pa.. coffee and punch were served
The Good Shepherd United,
(UPI)- A one-year-Old child is from a round walnut table con- Methodist Church VISCS will
qrs. Charles Stratton.
going thimegh a stage wives tered with a white linen doily and meet at the elessfrit tera
From her trousseau, Miss
everything
he-does can be a a yellow translucent bowl of
Robbins selected a sleeveless
learning
experience,
accord- green and yellow fruit, to carry
Murray Assembly No. 19 Orlemon-yellow dress with a long
James
E.
Van
to
Horn,
ex- out the color scheme of green and der of the Rainbow for Girls
ing
torso top over a pleated skirt,
will meet at the Masonic Hall
with accents of navy. Her tension family life specialist at yellow.
at seven p:a.
accessories were also of navy, The Pennsylvania State Univ•••
The hostesses presented her with ersity.
Twenty four guests attended
The First Baptist Church
Van Horn said the child. at. and several more sent pits.
a corsage of white carnations
With yellow ribbons, and a gift one usually wants to feed him- Hostesses for the occasion were WMS will hold its general meetself and, although he will be Mrs. I.E. Crawford
of crystal.
an ing at the church at 9:30 a. m.
slow to learn, parents should daughter, Miss Alice Crawford. A swim party for the 7th,
table
was
The u -shaped
8th, and 9th grades will be held
let h
Aimgoydr.
decorated with a copper kettle
way
to
start,
he
holding dyed Queen Anne's Lace
fn shades of yellow and says, is b), letting him pick up
turquoise. Copper mugs filled certain foods with his fingers.
With daisies and baby breath Holding a cup is still difficult
for him and spills are bound to
Gecorated the other tables.
occur.
The guest list included Miss
Horn says it is easier
Robbins, Mrs. J. Steele Robbins, for parents to be patient if
her mother, Mrs. Owen Wilson
of Murray, mother of the they remember their child is
groom -elect, Mrs. Bishop learning every time he eats.
Another area of developRappolee of Smithland, Mrs. R.
V. Byrns, Miss Amy Wilson and ment is language.
Miss Beth Wilson, both of • Children should hear grownups talking in their own way
Murray.
rather than mimicking baby
Mesdames Robert Orr, Albert
Wilson, Thomas- Stone, George
child who has many pees
Stone, Jimmy Bostic, Henry tpallekAto
talk with and is encourJones, Sherrill Hamlett, Clarence
aged to talk will develop his
Elliott, Harold Elliott, Howard
'language .skills much faster,
Happy.
Van Horn says.
Mesdames William Maddox,
Parents shout& remember
Jack Sutherland, Sidney Hale, each child is different and*
Kenneth Emerson, Royal should allow their child to devBennett, David Jackson, Mark elop at his own pace atid not at
Emery, Jack Stone, Tom McCue, that of a neighbori child or srMiss Cindy Hoffman, Mies --cording to a book.
Sherry Mathis.
The year-old child probably
,
will be choosing whether he
will be right-handed or leftparents
handed, Horn
Van
says
should let the child decide for
himself since, he says, it is one'
of the few choices where he is
really a better judge than the
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 parents.
held
its
Order of the Eastern Star
Van Horn says parents
regular meeting at the Masonic should meet everything their
Hall on Tuesday, July 14, at child tries with understanding
seven-thirty o'clock in the since he is only tryini to say,
evening.
-"I'm a one-year-old. I m learnMrs. Brenda Newberry, worthy ing about things."
matron, assisted by Howard
patron,
McNeely, worthy
'..
* * *
presided over the meeting which
was opened with prayelL The flag
af the United Stales was As
presented and allegiance given.
(UK) - I lie
The minutes were read and usual
ideal weight for a long life and
business was conducted.
Introauced was Mrs. Judith prolonged good appearance can.
Jackson, grand representative to be calculated on the basis of_
105 pounds -for,thr first trttr.
Alababarna.
Other officers serving were inches of height' and adding
Mrs. Twila Coleman, associate 5.5 pounds for each additional
matron; Dee Lamb, associate inch. Allow a plus Ur moms
patron protem; Mrs. Judith variation of 110 per cent. Jackson, secretary; Mrs. Helve advises Food and Nutrition
Dill, treasurer; Mrs. Janice News, publication of the
Nesbitt, conductress; Mrs. Alma National Live Stock and NI•eit
SHOES FOR MEN
McNeely, associate conductress, Hoard.
Mrs. Adele Wilson, Champion
protem; Mrs. Nell Robbins
marshall.
Star Points were Mrs. Robbie
Wilson, Adah; Mrs.. Sybil
T H E
Lasater, Ruth; Mrs. Betty Riley,
Esther; Mrs. Gussie Geurin,
Martha; Mrs. Euldene Robinson,
Electa; Marion Elkins, warder;
George Williams, sentinel.
Other members attending were
Mr. and Mrs. Janes C. Williams,
Now Has
Fay Lamb, Eva Lamb, Clover
Cotham, Connie Jones, and June
Crider.
The next regular meeting will
be held on Tuesday, August 11, at
7:30p.m. at the Masonic Hall. An
WEST SIDE SQUARE
Open Friday Night Until 8 p.m.
tv"JRPAY, KENTUCKY .
mitiation will be held.
•

Miss Nancy Ross Is
honored At Shower
At Crawford Home

Brunch Is
Gii)en For
Miss Robbini

Experience
best tutor
age one _ .

Served Each Sunday
11:30.a.M. tCil:130 p.m.
$2.25
Adults
Children under 12 _ _ $1.00
ABOVE PRThES 'INCLUDE DRINK & DESSERT
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An Appointment

later, lo and behold, the most beautiful immature bald
eagle in the whole wide world flew clownt
himself
to me. He was, I was told, "within shotgun range.' I had
a great look at him. He didn't have his white head yet.
The sky wasn't blue. But the very sight of him made the
trip worthwhile.
The mergansers were there, too, but too far away for
one as myopic as I, so my life-list is still without them.
But there was a kind of bonus when we heard and finally
saw a flock of about 12 evening grosbeaks and a small
flock of goldeneye ducks, making my weekend check
list total 37. (Mt combined check list oT birds observed
during the week-end totaled 58).
Anyhow, I'd done it. I'd seen the eagle which many
biologists and others feel is doomed to extinction unless
we stop the use of DDT and other long-lived pesticides.
But back to earth: it was-TiMe-Td-Worry- about getting back
to write this story. Again, the fates were with me. The
highways were clear and dry. I was home blIhre dark.
It was one of the very best weekends I evet spent.

With
The
Eagles
By JANE REED
"Sorry, ccan't make it next Saturday. I plan to spend
thats•weekenll with the Eagles down in West Kentucky."
A simple statement, I iiiiii-ig-hCand
Preparea—foi"
my friends' reactions—ranging from "Who are the Eagles?
Don't believe I've heard you mention them." to "The
Eagles—you don't mean the kind that fly! You have to be
putting me on." to the ultimate humiliation—a fremendous
guffaw.
Well, I didn't plan to visit with old friends named
Eagle. I did plan to go to the State Parks Department
"Visit With the Eagles" weekend at Kentucky Dam Village and look for a Bald Eagle—the one Audubon called
"the white-headed eagle." I plannedii sent in.invreserva,
tion; I renewed my drivers' license; I had mr_ ca./ tuned
up; packed my long underwear, field guide and binoculars
and off I went.
"The immature bald eagle, I did".

"The mature bald eagle, I didn't see".
• The schedule called for field trips into the Land Between the Lakes. They would be led by some of the
state's foremost ornithologists who would, hopefully, show
us eagles.
The schedule did not call for snow storms, ice storms,
sleet and, would you believe, thundertorms? But variety
was the weather-word for ,the weekend antithere was
_ something for everyone—except • those who prefer sunshine and warm air.•
Anyway, we tried. On the first day we walked in mud
• and water; rain poured, lightning flashed and even -Los
Angeles infamous smog offered better visibility. Everybody
- had trouble keeping binoculars dry and those of us who
. iind it necessary to wear eyeglasses in order to find something to look at With our binoculars could hardly keep
them dry enough to find a leader to follow. "Scopes"
--were;:tarried _in21-astic_dry cleaninz _bags. Tojtreve bow
realii, sloppy it was, the gals even gave up the hairmbing,-liptti& -bit and appealed- in altthat- natural
. beauty(?).
But we didn't give up. Finally Paul _Sturm, supervisor
of wildlife management at LBL, and Dr. Clell Peterson,
of Murray State U., both very capable and extremely
patient and .iffable. leaders, „sighted, across a bay, three
(or was it four?) eagles perched in two trees. I fumbled
for a dry Kleenex to work on glasses and binoculars and,
LEL
-in--on what, were to be my first eagles. They
were "blobs," great black "blobs!" I looked through Dr.
Peterson's scope—still blobs. But I know they were eagles
because they said so.
The rain fell with even more determination; the clouds
became cloudier; the mud muddier and the water wetter.
We called it a do gad-headed back to the lodge. But. lest you think that first day was a complete flop let me "0
hasten to add that we saw a -number of birds that were
more than "blobs." A lot of birds were dose enough to
see, hear and identify and my checklist included white-,
throated sparrows, robins, bluebirds, purple finches, redheaded woodpeckers and red-tailed and red-shouldered
hawks. And, besides, the next day would offer another

/N
KENTUCKY
BY HARRY TOW L

miles of water were impounded.
And when properly impounded
those lakes lessened the danger
of floods for the areas below
the dams, and also provided more
fishing places for Kentuckians
who prize the art-always one of
the more desired recreational
pursuits ul the commonwealth.
Then other government agencies got into the act-producing
farm ponds here,there and everywhere at very little cost to the
a,o.• • •er. And thLS $ !.!
_

splurge by the U. S. Corps of
Engineers, TVA and private enterprise.
That was the time when all of
Kentucky's fishing was done in
the miles of running water and the
many farm ponds.
The big lakes were things to
dream gout, things that many
states to the north had but which
we in Kentucky did not have.
But the high hills and valleys
of Kentucky are ideally situated
to lake building. By placing dams
across the deep ravines many

Fish and Wildlife Resourcesstocking, free of charge, those
ponds with a balanced family of
fish, intermingling the largemouth bass and the bluegill.
It is necessary to tell the
story about the farm pond productivity in order to populate
the great waters of Kentucky
with an adequate number of fishermen. It is from farm pond fishing that the big lake fishermen
are produced.
They get their deep yen and

ES
FRANKFORT, Ky.- The commonwealth is almost 200,000 surface acres of water better off than
it was in the "good old days"-
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Before many years pass there
will be an additional 15,450 acres
available for fishing and other
recreational uses as well for
flood control. There'll be Cave
Run Reservoir with 8270; Laurel
River Reservoir with its 6060
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know-how for fishing, Kentucky
style, in the smaller ponds, which
they soon outgrow. And then they
are ready for the big challenge
that the lunkers in the larger
bodies of water present. Because
of this-good fisher men and plenty
of water-fishing has progressed
to its present heights in Kentucky.
There's ample water for even
more fishermen and as their
number .increases there'll be still
more places for them to fish
om_year to year, Rkihtnoy the
tal acres of water impounded
behind 13 dams totals 183,965,
headed by the three titans, Lake
Cumberland with 50,250 zcr es;
Kentucky Lake with 48,100 acres
within the state and Barkley with
45,600 acres all of which lie in
the commonwealth.

TAYLOR
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"I saw a flock of about 12 evening grosbeaks".
chance and maybe, just maybe, I'd really see my first
bald eable. Maybe, even, I'd see that white head against
a blue sky, just like in the photographs.
One warm bath, one dry outfit and one delicious meal
later found me, in the company of about 102 other tired
birders, at the Convention Center all set to win a handsome
door prize, listen to a report of the day's activities and
watch what I knew would be another excellent film by
Karl Maslowski, guest speaker for the evening. No door
prize for me. A bit of embarrassment instead when Dr.
Peterson, after reading a checklist of all species observed ,
during the day, asked those who had seen eagles to hold
+.J16E-hands. And • then,. asked those who had not seen
tneritiOn —brobS",
--sat-en-risy-handi-ffirst-time tlatid been warm all day !-)
It was encouraging to know, though, that others had actually seen eagles. The film Was as fine as I'd expected (with
some outstanding eagle photography, too) and the coffeesocial afterwards was nice. And then to bed? You'd better
_believe it.
Sunday morning came all too soon and with it reports
and rumors of terrible snow and ice storms and even worse
road conditions. No rain, snow or ice at the lodge then but
breakfast conversation centered around weather rather than
birds. Whether to leave early and try to get home before
the roads got worse; wait and hope for a thaw, or get
snoived in? Those were'the questions.
I mentally flipped a coin and it came up in favor of a
short field trip followed by,a long trip home.
Pisgah's Bay 'area in ttle•LBL was suggested as a likely
place to spot an eagle and it was easy to get to .(very
little walking, whoopee!) just as we headed into ffie area
we met a couple of cars coming out. We were disa'ppointed
to hear they'd seen no eagles but common mergansers
were there and since I had never seen one, we went on
rloWn- to the water's edge. No more than four minutes

acres and Carr Fork Reservoif Wilil
s oaod
f.
ortts:fIrrierncsars:f
which will impound 1120 surface
carefully.
acres. To be sure there are
other lakes on the drawing board,
but when they'll be built no one
knows and many hope they will
never materialize, claiming that
enough of Kentucky's fine hunting
lands and scenic beauty already
has been covered with water.
With such huge acreage and
such fine fishermen, is it any
wonder that fish bite every day

Courtesy To

NOTE: "A visit with the Eagles," at Kentucky Dam
Village the weekend of February 14 and 15 was one of a
series of Field Naturalist Workshops sponsored by the
Kentucky Department of Parks. Field leaders were John
Tiernef, naturalist for the Dept. of Parks; Willard Gray,
Carlislç Howartliones, Frankfort; Allie L. Whitt Eastern
Ky. University; Dr. Raymond N. -Nall, staff biologist,
LBL; Dr. Clell Peterson, Murray Ky. University; Lawrence
Philpot, LBL; Dr. Herbert Shadowen, Western Ky. University; Robert Smith, LBL, and'Paut - Sturm, LBL. Guest
speakers were Karl Maslowski, nationally known naturalist
and wildlife photographer; Robert M. Howes/director,
LBL,and Dr. Peterson.
(Editor's Note—Bird pictures by Kart fitaelotbWittiandrinati).
-r
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"White-throated sparrows were included on my checklist".
Mercury at Mercury outboards. fish which might be in the area
They have as much right to use
the water their way as you do to The decent thing fOr you to do is
use it your way. Most are quiet to swing out and pass with as
clearance
as cirfellows who mind their own much
business. In return, all they ask is cumstances reasonably allow.
to be left reasonably alone. As the Same goes when you encounter
skipper of a swift boat, make a fishing boats at anchor. True,
conscious effort to see things some fishermen thoughtlessly
from the fishermen's point of anchor in busy channels, but
view and conduct yourself ac- most of the time they anchor
where they have every right to be
cordingly when near them.
and for the sake of everyone's
You're cruising along the happiness, keep as far away as

Any sizeable body of water
can be mighty attractive. People
are drawn to it to engage in
various activities such as
swimming, boating and fishing.
Often when many people are
/177-feg to take part in the activities. problems arise.
ahead on the beach, casting out
It is then necessary for into the water Rules of the road Be on the watch for boats that
authorities to do things like don't cover such a situation and are trolling. Never pass directly
establishing swimming areas and
you're legally entitled to cruise behind such a craft. Depending
making water skiing rules to suit right past the fisherman without lIn the waters and the species
the circumstances. But beyond altering course.
being sought, lures can be as
that, everyone who uses the
much as 100 or 15C yards behind
water has to give some thought as But from his point of view, the boats engaged in trolling. Even if
to how his activity - regardless of mobility of your boat puts the you don't cut somebody's line by
There will be a Creme Lure Clinic at Sportsman's Dock Marina how legal it is - might be af- entire lake or bay at your passing too close, you can put
n Friday, July 24, from 12 noon to eiosing. This clinic is free and fecting other users of the water. disposal while he is limited to a down fish that were rising to the
will be conducted by John Powell, the 1968 National Bass ChamIf you're a pleasure boatman small section of the shoreline bait. Make an effort to see things
pion.
who likes joyriding and cruising, Hell understandably resent it if from the fisherman's point of
Be sure to attend this clinic and learn more about fishing with give a thought to the fishermen, you cruise straight past a short view. Doing so will heighten your
res.
say *the boating exports at distance offshore, spooking any own enjoyment of the waterways.

LURE CLINIC AT
SPORTSMEN'S DOCK

FINS 'N'
FEATHERS
FRIENDS
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MURRAY HOME

Super Market
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DIST. CO.

aft

*
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Bulk Distributot
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Phone 7S344352

itr
'
Glosrelios

-*Ann

NA-CH URS
Liquid Fertilizer

JOHNSON MOTORS
Sales and Service
New
- Concord Ky
Phone 436 5496

AUTO
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We Give Treasure

Chest Stamps

SALES
HWY

OPEN EVERY EVENING UNTIL
MIDNIGHT

.00 Zenith "TVs
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"i•o, Sporting Uoodi

_

Chestnut Street
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7530005
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full-scale Dogs, Crazies and Freakies-all
most disruptive demonstrations is ripe
a
tor
appear to have developed revolution and they want to very small groups with a
spontaneously, without
any Lake over a going concern, not combined membership of well
stage-managing from radical a nations ruins. So they have under 500. No ideology beyond a
groups.
grave reservations about the fanatical desire to "snub the
FBI
Director
J. Edgar -New Left's nihilistic attachment system." A strong propensity to
Hoover, in a statement to (,JPI, to violence for the sake of violence, a hippie lifestyle,
stressed the importance of violence.
heavy use of drugs, and a high
distinguishing "the genuine The collegiate New Left now incidence of emotional disorhard core radical on campus consists mainly of shattered ders are characteristic of the
from the legitimate protester." fragments of Students for a members of these groups.
"A variety of old left and Democratic Society (S)S). SDS
Old Left
U.S. move into Cambodia. trigger, given the right circum- New Left
groups are eager to had about 15,000 members in Young Socialist Alliance
tried,
with
have
groups
radical
stances, government officials foment student
unrest and 150 college chapters before it (YSA)-Fastest growing of all
occasional success, to divert emphasize that student Unrest
disruption," the FBI chief said. split apart last year as a result revolutionary groups now active
peaceful protest into activities is not created. But it is
"We must remember, however, of bitter internal rivalry among on campuses. Membership has
such as the seizure or burning sometimes
manipulated
by that these
extremists represent its more radical factions.
are
which
jumped from 400 to well over
of ROTC buildings
subversive plotters.
a minority of our college In some colleges, local STIS 1,200 in the past year. Tight
designed to provoke violent
All intelligence available to students.
chapters are still carrying on, organization, strong central
confrontations with law enforce- the government shows that the
"In discussing these extre- without lining up with any of leadership.
youth
As the
ment agencies.
majority
of
students
who
vast
mist groups, we must be the
avowedly-revolutionary auxiliary
the Socialist
of
A classic example of spark-in- participate in campus demoncareful of our facts and not groups that emerged from the Workers party, YSA is Trotskytinder tactics was the rioting strations are loyal Americans.
indiscriminately label those big split-up. However, most of ite Communist in orientation.
that brought National Guard The best-informed estimates
whom we do not personally like these unaffiliated groups are so
Has complete control of top
troops to the University of indicate less than one-half of
or whose opinions are unpopu- weakened in membership and
Maryland in early May. About one per cent of all US. college
offices in the Student Mobilizalar
as
extremists.
We must •influence that they are
500 students had attended an students are adherents of
tion Committee and is strongly
orderly rally protesting the organizations bent on revolu- remember that many moderate regarded as a significant fac
represented in the leadership of
students also are protesting in forpenting campus disorder
Cambodian action. As it was tionary
New Mobilization Committee to
the
overthrow
of
breaking up, a young man government or seeking to about key issues of the day. We Here is the FBI's appnlisal of End the War in Vietnam.
should
not
label
these
legitiUSAleaped up and shouted, "Let's advance the interests of interParty
the main groups of campus Communist
mate protests as 'extremism'
go to the armory!" About 100 national communism.
extremists:.
Moscow-directed advocate of
.111
and therefore dismiss them
students followed him, and
NeW Lett
Soviet-style corrununisin. Great1
2 per cent either from cnsideration."
The other 99/
ransacked ROTC facilities.
Weatherman-' Extramely ac- ly enfeebled 'in recent years,
do not take part in demonstraIn
•M'''
national
Communism
It is probable that many of tions or are simply and
tivist and violence prate" off- the CPLJSA is trying hard to
The FBI defines "old left"
the participants in the armory honestly angry about such
shoot of SDS. Has between 500 get a foothold on campus
raid didn't know who suggested things as Indochina, race organizations as those which and 1,000 adherents, most of through a newly formed youth
it. But the young man whose discrimination. Doilution. deper- are dedicated to the cause of them attached to "communes", auxiliary called the Young
cry triggered the violence is sonalized education and what international communism. It in New
York, California, Workers' Liberation League.
well known to the FBI as a they consider the insensitivity applies the term "New Left" to Illinois, Ohio and Washington This fledgling front now has
home-grown
radicals
who
seem
leader of one of the more of "the establishment" to their
State. Although active in some about 250 members nationwide.
to have no political objectives
radical New Left organizations. protests.
Progressive
Labor
Party
college demonstrations, few
beyond creation of chaos in the
in (PLP) - A Peking-oriented
Subversive Plotters
enrolled
are
currently
hope
that
a
better
society
will
During
the
widespread
camAlthough concerned about the
college. They average 25 to 30 Maoist group which split off
amount of disruption that even pus troubles in May of this somehow arise from the ashes. years of age.
from the CPUSA in 1962.
year,
some
of
the
llargest
and
Although
old
left
and
New
a small group of extremists can
Revolution Youth Movement Predominately youthful memLeft factions sometimes colla- (RYM )-Another split-off from bership of less than 400, cleanborate in trying to organize SDS, less inclined to violence. cut appearance and campusoutbreaks of 1 campus violence,
Has less than 50 chapters with style dress help its members to
there ri--Corisiderable mutual
less than 600 members. Nation- gain an attentive hearing from
dislike
between
distrust and
al headquarters in Atlanta, Ga. students.
them.
The Worker-Student Alliance
The old left, which includes -Largest of the splinter groups ROOM tUkt LONBORG
Communists, Maoists and Trot- that emerged from the wreck- BOSTON (UPI)-The Boston
skyites, is composed of highly
age of SDS. Oriented toward Red Sox made room Wednesday
+disciplined, centrally controlled
for-the return of pitcher- Jim
the Mattist (Red' Chitierte) b
organizations. They have a
to Lonborg by optioning pitcher
of communism. Seeks
clear political objective-taking establish revolutionary alliance Jose Santiago to Louisville of
over the U.S. government and
between students 'and workers. the International League. Laiconverting it to a socialist
Has more than 50 chapters and borg, the 1967 American League
state.
well over 800 members. Head- Cy Young Award winner, was
A Going Concern
placed on the disabled list last
Quarters in Boston.
But they don't think the time
Yippies, Mad dogs, Running month after injuring his shoulder.

Subversive Elements Have
Not Been Able To Seize
Control On College Campuses
By LOUIS CASSE1S
UPI Seater Editor
WASHINGTON (UPI) -A
diverse group of radicals is
trying to exploit US. student
unrest but they have not been
able to seize control of the
campus protest movement.
comes (Fuzz
That
word
government officials who are in
a position to speak authoritatively on the subject.
Subversive elements seeking
disorder
and
promote
to
violence on campuses range
from old-fashioned Communists
who take orders from Moscow
to New Left anarchists who
won't take orders from anybody.
They have had sporadic
successes, the most notable
being the Columbia University
riots in the spring of 1968,
which were planned and engineered by extremists under
the direction of Mark Rudd,
now a leader of the "Weatherman" faction.
Occasional Success
In some more ent campus
disorders, including the wave of
strikes and demonstrations that
swept the nation following the

:

Cutting corners
NEW YORK (UPI)- Homemakers-are making manyachangest these days to stretchi the
food budget. No matter what
the age group, the income level or the region of the country,
the cutting of corners holds.
The trend shows in a new
study by Foote, Cone Si Belding's monthly information service and the cost of food and
how women are trying to
stretch their food budgets. Among changes: shopping with
a careful watch on size and
price, making more economical
dishes, substituting less costly
foods, back to prepare-it-yourbelt' foods. and planning ahead.

Compute She grocery order
BURLINGTON, Vt. (UPI)
- A San Diego concern plans
Winston a setviee letting housewives phone in a coded grocery
order to a computer.
The computer processes the
order, decides which thick will
be fastest, and has the goods
on their way in four hours.
The $I delivery charge will be
offset by the fact there is no
limit on the size of the order,
so the: housewife is spared
handling heavy items. The service is reported in the Vermont
Extension Service newsletter.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
I Arabian
garment
4-Guido'5 low
note
6 Part of
flower
11 -Crime
13-Marina
snarl
15-Symbol for
tellurium
16 Most
constant
18-Symbol for
tantalum
19-Preposition
21.1nst rumen'
22.Slender
24-Word of
sorrow
26 Seasoning
28 Enemy
29.Substance
31 Caudal
appendage
33-A state
(abbr.)
34-Hastens
36.Peruse
38-Note of scale
40 Falsehoods
42-Tiny
45.Comunction
47.Heavenly body
49-Entreaty
50-Cease
52 Snare.
34-Babylonian
deity
55-Spanrsh
article
56-Recounts
59 River in

mg

LNAT (X) YOU

63-Wom rosy
65-Warning
device.
66 Saint (abbr.)
67 Cyprinoid fish
DOWN
1 Rear part of ship
2 Insect

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.

Jesse Sper
te

753-3616

GIRL-BEAGLE

SERVICES OPPEI

C

BACK

CARPENTRY: new or
ing. For free estima
Hawley Bucy 492-8120
p. m.

COMPLETE MOBILE M
PAIR 211111(VICIL Bills
Home Repairs all nu
models. Call day or ni
'Vert City 395-7553. L
Lance call collect. Fa
lent service at reason*

748

•
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thick sirloin steak, a platter
of chicken pieces or hamburger patties and point him in
the direction of the outdoor
grill.
Barbecue meals - because
you don't have to cook them
yourself-are by far the beat.
But there remains the problem of what to serve with
them. A great solution is a
substantial salad, one that
eliminates the need for an extra vegetable, one that can be
prepared ahead, leaving you
free to sit on the sidelines sipping a cool drink whilst the
man in your Me does his
thing at the
VEGETABLE MACAIIII.NI
BALAD - - 1 (8-ounce) package
elbow macaroni
1 to I% cups real
mayonnaise
ifk cup chopped -celery
1 to 2 tablespoons
chopped onion
% cup shredded carrot
% cup chopped green
pepper
1,‘ cup caulifloVrerets
1 (4-ounce I can whole or
sliced mushrooms.
drained
1% teaspoons salt
k, teaspoon pepper
Cook macaroni in boiling
salted water according to
package direction. Drain;
rinse with ,old water and
drain again.
Stir in mayonnaise Chill.
Add celery, onion, carrot,
green pepper. cauliflowereta,
mushrooms, salt and pepper.
Chill before serving Serves 6
ITALIAN CARROT A N D
ZUCCHINI SALAD
2 large carrots.
diagonally sliced
2 Millburn zucchini, shied
As cup- corn oil
t4 cup cider vinegar
teaspoon 'salt
teaspoon pepper

,
zz,„
p 25T" BIRTHbAY

by Ernie Bushmiller

Nancy
P.* 001—A11.** rery.*4
'f* I. 1.$
•MO by V** hog*, brads**. Me

App-V--e!-IRTHDAY
1.4p4ppY EURTHDAy

SAWS FILED, lawn min
small appliances repel,
yard tools sharpened.
South 12th Street. Ph(
6067.

FLOOR SANDING an,
ing,' new and old floo
guaranteed, 25 years ex
John Taylor, Wingo,
Route 2, 42088, phone
A

0101D,CW

aF1

•9

"
s

(basec

sato

SHIF

Ey JOAN O'SULLIVAN
A NY WOMAN in her right
mind will agree that,
cooking-wise, summer is a deiiffhttul season. It'a the time
of year when you don't
have to coax to get a man to
the honors, all ou have

160 ti

MODELS

WHAT Do 4t7U

DO WHEN THE
YOU LOVE MORE THAN
AWNING IS TAKEN FROM 4-43U, ANO
YOU KNOW 430'U_ NEVER SEE HER
AGAIN A LONE AS YOU LIVE'

WHAT DO
Qt.)
?

To Accompany
ai The Barbecue

$ oc

by Charles M. Schulz

1)1

i
r ladeb
eer g
g
ial

REAL ESTATE POE

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

VUA alOWEI WHEI
3 Man's
EIOU UMW, OUP
nickname
dem
4 Single
Raill432100 00MR1
5 Novices
OBVAI tilflWl
6 Pertaining to
MOM RZIMMRMWR
the stars
MOM@ RUM
7 Bitter
vetch
0014 DOEIRM 0:116
8 Fruit
MN CRAM 17:10I2lE1
seeds
HROMOMMO MOM
9-Near
OMAN NORM
10-Medicinal
AMNIA 100001117111
preparations
12.Preposeion
ASO MMINDU MOB
14 Trtled
DIMA Isamu Win
17-Protective
le
ditch
20-Solemn sow
32-Lantern
46-Note of scale
.
23 Baseball
35.Colontst
C8 Evaluates
position labor) 37 Small valley
51-Urge on
24 Part of
38-Pierting light
53'Saucy
"to be"
beam
57-Greek letter
25 Go by
39.Deer's
58 Comunction
water
41-Gort s name
60 Poem
27 Cravats
62 Parent (cotioq.)
43 lumped
30 Hawaiian wreaths 44-Note of scale
64 Roman gods

Peanuts*

TRADITIONAL MACARONI SALAD becomes a substantial dish when you add chopped
onion, carrot, green pepper, cauliflowereLs and whole or sliced mushrooms to the bowl.
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PROFESSIONAL Pain
tenor and exterior. Re
Free estimates. Phone

•esee-,

WILL DO bush-hoggin
ins city lots. By the
job. Phone 753-3798.

;tg

445iNgit‘..•
.71.41-4

Abbie 'N Slats

by R. Van Buren

•.,
.
,-A
J". EL., • ,

AN ANCIENT /MP SAID
THERE WAS A FOUNTAIN OF
NOU1N ON THIS ISLAND. AT
..' 4, FIRST WE DIDN'T BELIEVE
11111PF 41..,AN
IT, AND THEN you
SHOWED UP.

(THEN '/ER NOT
?
FOREIGN SPIES)

COMPLETE MOBILE HI
PAIR SERVICE. Bills
Home Repairs all ma;
models. Call day or nii
vert City 395-7553. IA
tance call collect Fat
lent service at reasons

WE'RE OUT "TO SAvap
soorry,AND YOU'RE
THE ayy

CFR7AINLY
A/07

TOY POODLE stud
white or silver. Sasser
lines, tiny puppies a
Mrs. Ray Shreve, 120
12th Street, Mayfield,
2474618,

WILL DO- painting, in:
outside. Also hauling.
435-5802.
J
•

A
Best foods
LEAVE IT TO those clever Italian cooks to combine fresh
carrots and zucchini for a refreshing summertime- salad.
U., teaspoon tarragon
leaves
% teaspoon basil leaves
% to % teaspoon oregano
Leaves
Lettuce
Cook carrot/ 3 minutes in 1
cup boiling salted witer. Add
zucchini; cook 2 minutes.
Drain.
Mix together corn oil, vinegar, salt, pepper, tarragon
leaves, basil leaves and oregano leaves. Pour over hot vegetables Cover. Chill several
hours Drain, reserving dressing. Serve vegetables on lettuce. with dressing, if desired
Serves 4 to 6.
CALICO SALAD
VIN'AJORVITE •
22. cups diced cooked
potatoes (About I
pound s

It cup canned red cabbage
cup canned or cooked
diced beets
cup canned or cooked
diced carrots
,cup peeled diced
cucumber
6 scallions, sliced
3 tablespoons corn oil
1 tablespoon vinegar
2 teaspoons sugar
1 teaspoon dry mustard
teaspoon salt
Dash pepper
Toss vegetables together In
large bowl
'
Mix together corn oil, vineseasonings
Pour
gar, and
over vegetables Toss lightly
until well mixed Chill Serves
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Orphans.
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by Al Capp
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egg
cooked
Hard
slices or strips of ham, chicken or salted herring may be
color anti-flavor.
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NING?SELL/N6,
u fROMAIGNON.G
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

ar
or

FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

NOTICE

City Ordinance

NOTICE

FOR

SALE OR RENT: Ewes
trailer, 10'
'61 roodsi.
Phone 753-7888 or 7584231.
Auguit-14

I

Ad

.i
r

Polly Bergen Discusses
Midi vs. Mini, Makeup

NOTICE
The public will take notice
that the Zoning and Planning
Commission of City of Murray,
FACTORY BUILT 10 ft. cab
Kentucky, has recommended to
over truck camper. Sleeps four.
the Common Council that the
$675.00. Phone 733-7830. TFC
reeling changes incorporated in
TWO SETS of Mag wheel covthe hereinafter written ordiners. Phone 753-4516 after 6:00
ance be adopted by City of
p. in.
TINC
Murray, Kentucky, so as to become a pert of itseeriginal ZonYOU'LL NEVER know how
ing Ordinance. The Common
clean that rug will be till you
Council of City of Murray, Kentry Blue Lustre. Refit a shamtacky, will hold a public hear753-3694
pooer for only $1.00 at Big K.
ing concerning said recommenJuly-18-C
from 3 til 7:30 P.m.
dations in the Council Chain-hers, City Municipal Building,
J00
00
CC0 00C Murray, Kentucky, on the 13th
12' x 55' TRAILER, 1988 model Phone 753-4491. July-20'C
day of August, 1970, at the
hour of 7:30 o'clock p. in. All
450 HONDA, like new, 050.00.
HELP
WANTED
REAL ESTATE FOR BALI
citizens are invited to appear
Phone 753-1905 after 5:00 p.
and express their respective
July-20.0 RESPONSIBLE and experiencopinions.
ed
person to fill secretary1967 BSA Hornet, excellent con- bookkeeper position. Call 753BEAUTIFUL
ORDINANCE NUMBER---,
dition. Phone 474-2365.
5632 or write P. 0. Box 270
BEING AN ORDINANCE AJuly-21-C for appointment.
THREE-BEDROOM HOUSE
MENDING ZONING ORDINJuly-18-C
NANCE NUMBER 401 OF CITY
TAKE mil away the Blue Luson Highway 80
OF
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
tre way from carpets and up- WANTED. Sheet metal men and
SO AS TO REZONE A CERTholstery. Rent electric sham- helpers. Apply Hayden Con1 14 miles west of Hardin. AIN ZONED DISTRICT AS
pooer $1. Western Auto, Home struction Company, Monday
SHOWN ON ZONING MAP ATof "The Wishing Well".
morning at 9:00 a. in. at new Kitchen with cabinets, dinORDINANCE
TACHED
TO
Jailv-te-c shopping center on 641
ing and living room, tile
North.
NUMBER 491 AND MADE A
,bath
room,
hardwood
floors,
July-18-P
PART THEREOF. BY REFERAKC REGISTERED Chihuahua
air centa.ilioner, brick and
ENCE; AND AMENDING ZONpups, 2 males, 10 weeks old, WANTED 25 workers to tete *stone Ieneer, attached gaING MAP ATTACHED TO AND
shots, $50.00 Phone 753-4974. down carnival rides at 11:00 rage and breezway. DetachMADE A PART OF ZONING
July-18-C p. m Saturday, July 18 at the ed wash house with laundry
ORDINANCE NUMBER 491 BY
Murray Fairgrounds. Also 25 tubs, toilet and shower, it's
ASSUME PAYMENTS of ;18.25 workers to
REFERENCE SO AS TO EMset up rides Sun- own 40 gallon het water
per month on Walnut Spinet day, July 19
at noon. atel.eit.4,,tank. Detached stossehousair BODY THE ZONING CHANG* Music & TV, 8:00
-piano at Leach.
ES SET Fblittf 114 THIS oita. in. Monday July 20 at With lots of sheivet; 'both
'gt
Petty Serge*, relating iiiste in a maxi skirt In ism CellShopping Center. the
Dixieland
DINANCE.Mayfield Fairgrounds. Ap- houses fully insulated and
, Fonda garden, doesn't tehat-feshien lengths tee seriously.
July-22-C
Phone 753-7575.
plicants should contact the May- brick veener. Large garden ' BE IT RESOLVED Alf TEE
COMMON COUNCIL OF THE
By Central Press
ELECTRIC DRYER, Kenmore, field Employment Office at 247- space with orchard of plum,
CITY OF MURRAY, KEN- LOS ANGELES--The war on mini versus midi continues, but
(220-V), like- new, must sell. 3857 or apply at the carnival apple, pear, peach, and boyTUCKY, AS FOLLOWS, TO- one "best dressed" lady isn't taking sides.
1TC „ssenberry. Frontage 268 ft,
First $50.00 gets it. Phone 753- at the designated hour.
"Don't take it seriously," says Polly Bergen, winner of such
WIT:
depth, 240 ft. Price, $16,000.
July-18-C 7719.
SECTION I: The following- awards as the Best Dressed in Television, etc. "Fashion is fun
Harry A. Kamin, Route 1,
described area of City of Mur- and should be treated that way. Now we can decide for ourselves
FEEDER PIGS. Phone 753-3999
Hardin, Ky. Phone 437-6113.
REAL ESTATE FOR BALE
ray. Kentucky. as shown on what we want to wear.
July-8-P
after 3 p. in.
July-20-P
zoning map incorporated in "No longer are women slaves to skirt lengths the way they
bedroom
IMMACULATE
three
2 BLACK TOY Poodle puppies,
Zoning Ordinance Number 491 were in 1947 when they had to rush out and buy the 'New Look'
or be ostracized by their fashion conscious friends. Women were
priced home with large double basin
Reasonably
females
is hereby rezoned from "R-2
family room, kitchen with
freed from that with the arrival,
Would make adorable pets. Alsu bath,
AUTOS FOR BALI
(Residential)"
to
"R-3
(Resishorter skirt lengths, )iowever,
disof the mini a few years ago.
beautiful peacock feathers. Call built-in range and garbage
dential," to-wit:
she likes to see softer makeup
carport
and
posal,
utility
room,
about
five
know
I
have
"I
wheel
drive,
JEEP,
four
1989
July-18-C
753-7941.
Beginning at a point on the different lengths in my closet with pastel blues, violets and
carpeted living room. Owner low mileage, has two tops. Call
southwest
intersection
of and I believe in trying them all buttercup worn around the eyes.
Boar, bas intstructed us to considce 753-7850
HAMPSHIRE
17'C
BLACK
"Liner, if you wear it too, should
9th
Story
Avenue
and
South
before discarding any one.
any
753reasonable
offer.
Phone
Contact
ready for service.
be a mere threat and pastel in
Story
Street;
thence
west
with
good
fishing
MERCURY,
"However,
I
do
feel
this
way
1964
Waldrop
Real
July-18-C
Estate. Phone
7630,
color, while lashes should be
Avenue
to
a
point
on
the
about
today's
fashions--if
you
seen
car,
only
Can
'be
$195.00.
753-5646.
July-18-C
so flexible and uneven helengtitY
dead end of Story Avenue; wear a (particular look,
HONDA 90, like new.-Priced
at 1109 Pogue. 753-4652, 7:00
thence south 173 38 feet to it a total look. For example, that they bend right to the nafor quick sale. Phone 753-3724. BY OWNER: three houses in a, in, to 5:00 p. in.
TFC
tural shape of the eye and don't
July-18-C New Concord on Hwy., 1 two
a point: thence east parallel don't wear high heels with your
distort it," Polly says.
apartment,. 1, nine room house, 1966 CHEVY II two door hardwith Story Avenue to a point mini, or floor hugging footwear
with
your
midi.
It
ruins
the
Miss Bergen has just introSET OF good used ladies both brick veneer. 1, three bed- top. Standard shift, four new
on South 9th Street; thence
duced her own eyelashes and
woods. Phone 753-2264.
room, large garage, all have tires. Phone 753-9792 after 4:00
north with South 9th Street whole image."
•
•
•
aside from making them exJuly-21-C wall-to-wall carpeting, storm p. in.
July-18-P
to the point of beginning.
A' SIMILAR rule applies tremely flexible, she has spent
windows
and
doors,
insulated.
zoning
map
SECTION
II:
The
APARTMENT size range, $25
1955
CHEVROLET
pick-up
about makeup, Miss Bergen much time working on their
Priced for quick sale. Gardie
of City of Murray, Kentucky, says. "When it makes more tmGood condition. Phone 753-8007
truck. Phone 436-2470.
Icolor. Now for summer's new
R. Jones, Route 2, Hazel, KenJanthe
30th
day
of
dated
pact this autumn, for instance, exciting "lioness look," she has
or see at 505 Vine Street.
July-20-C
tucky,
phone
436-2353.
uary,
1969,
attached
to
and
the thidi will call for a small created Natural Blonde Eye.
1TP
July-20-NC
made a part of Zoning Ordi- sleek head with an intensity-of lashes. Fabulous with a long,
nance Number 491 by refer- color - particularly on
3-POINT HITCH, 5 ft. heavy
-streaky blonde mane, all she
WATER FRONT lot, Pine Bluff
ence, is hereby amended and cheeks and around the eyes___ -suggests you ---add--are---e-fear---duty rotary cutters with stump
Shores
(No.
204)
commanding
Jumper, big gear box and solid
changed so as to coincide with
For the summer and the I fake freckles.
view of Kentucky Lake. Shadtail wheel, $325.00. Also 4 ft.
the provisions of this ordinaned by many large Oak trees.
models. New and used 1 and
ce. The Clerk of the City of
By owner, $2,895.00. Phone 753Murray, Kentucky, is directed
2 row cultivators, Vinson's
7683
July-23-C
to lihenTlaid zoning map so
Tractor Co. Phone 7534892
H-1TC 20 ACRE FARM, just off the
as to reveal the changes herein made.
Irving Cobb Road. Comfortable
USED air conditioners, power
SECTION III: So much of Or
house with outbuildings, and
saws and one chain saw, a good
dinance Number 491 as is Ir
barn, pond stocked with fish.
41/111.~MINIRR
P
I
M
000000 00ce2Demesleitual

e

NEED A

abY8itter
CALL MEAT...

mlz4

$100 DOWN
60 to '80 a Month
(based on family income)
* Hardwood
* Baseboard Heat
* fully Insulated
Termite Warranty
*
* Stanu Windows & Doors
* Ceramic Tile Bath
MODELS ON CATALINA DRIVE
OPEN 2-6 p.m. •
Saturday a Sunday
For Information

Jesse Spencer or Mrs. Mobley
753-3616

753-8958

SERVICES OFFERED

NOTICE

APPLICATIONS are now being
accepted for a Nurse Aide
Training Class at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Please
apply in the Nursing Office at
COMPLETE NORMS HOME RE- Lb. Ho4aital.
PAIR IIINVICIL Bills Mobile are to be in All applications
by July 27th.
Home Repairs all makes and
July-21-C
models. Call day or night. Calvert City 396-7563. Long distance call collect Fast efficient service at reasonable cost.
TFC
TUBB'S STUDIO
CARPENTRY: new or remodeling. For free estimates call
Hawley Bucy 492-8120 after 5
p. m.
Aug.-11.0

(

„t

SAWS FILED, lawn mowers and
small appliances repaired and
yard tools sharpened. 512 R.
South 12th Street. Phone 7536067.
TFC
_FLOOR SANDING and finishing; new and old floors, work
/guaranteed, 25 years experience.
John Taylor, Wingo, Kentucky,
Route 2. 42088; phone 376-2996.
August-7.0

Now Open 10 a. m. - 6 p. m.
Tuesday thru Saturday
Other Settings Welcome
by Appointment
TUBB'S STUDIO
223 S. 13th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
Phone 753-3007
July-25,NC

PROFESSIONAL Painting. Interior and exterior. References
Free estimates. Phone 753-3488. ELECTROLUX
SALES & SerA
. Sanders. Phone 382-2468 hitch blade and oneislike new 435-5314.
WILL DO bush-hogging, mow
July-21-P
water cooler, One three phase,
Log city lots. By the hour or Lynnville, Kentucky.
machine.
All
welding
Amp.,
250
Aug -21-C
}ob. Phone 753-3798. July-18-P
wREE ESTIMATE
types of new and used electric
TOY POODLE stud service,
motors. Three good used refrigWANTED: Empty 20 gauge
white or silver. Sassafras blood
erators. One large industrial shotgun
shells. Phone 753-7307,
FOR RENT
three
phase
lines, tiny puppies available.
fan
with
a
cyclone
July-20T
Mrs. Ray Shreve, 1207 South FOUR-BEDROOM, two bath, motor, like new. Four I4-inch
12th Street, Mayfield, Kentucky hick home, 1000 Sharpe Street. electric drill motors. Dill ElecNOTICE
247-4618.
July-20-C $113 month. Yearly lease. Ap tric Co. Located The Murray
ply at Ledger and Times. TFC Drive-In Entrance. Phone 753COMPLETE MOBILE HOME RE2930 after 5:30 p. m. July-21-C
PAIR SERVICE. Bills Mobile TWO LARGE, beautiful, unfurnHome Repairs all makes and ished apartments across from ONE ANTIQUE kitchen cabi-'YARNS
CREWEL - NE E DL E POINTmodels. Cell day or night. Cal- Westview Nursing Home, South net, one wood room divider.
DECOUPAGE .-PAPER TOL'E - LAMP KITS
vert City 395-7553. Long dis- .16th Street. Two bedrooms,, Call 436-2280.
TFNC
tance call collect Fast effic- bath, utility room, carpeted, air
602 South 12th Street
ient service at reasonable cost. conditioned, with stove, refrig- 150 BRED Charloias heifers.
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 41071
D. W. Wid DI:MYNA B. JONES
TFC erator, garbage disposal and Will split and sell any number
PHONE
(501) 704304
OWNERS
you want. Also 13 service-age
dishwasher. Call: 7534974.
WILL DO painting, inside and
Charolias
bulls.
Estes
StockJuly-21-C
yard, Vienna, lllinois, phone
outside. Also hauling Phone
435-5802.
July-21-P FIVE ROOM house and bath, day 618-658-7203 or night 618enclosed back porch, 504 Pine 638-3836.
July-21-C
Street. Vacant August 1. Phone
10' x 80 TRAILER on Kentucky
753-4558.
July-18-P
Lake. Well furnished, excellent
OFFICE SPACE in National air conditioner, electric hest,
Hotel, minimutn, 600 feet. Heat washer and dryer hook-up.
and air conditioner furnished. Corner lot, lots of shade. Near
Remodel to suit tenant. Con- Pine Point Boat Dock. Blacktop
tact Ed Frank Kirk at Diugulds. road. Near large park. Phone
642-7279.
July-21-P
TWO-BEDROOM
unfurnished
duplex apartment, central beat, 1968 BENELLI, 125CC. Fiveair conditioned, carpeted, stove. speed. See at Murray Mobile
Couples only. Phone 753-8067. Homes or call 753-3640.
July-18-P
July-23-P
drill

Paving do.

753-4199

Ehr (trait X ousr

Ms_

GET
ATTENTION

NOTICE!

SHOP AT THE SHOE MART

Where Shoes Are Always Sale Priced
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED BRANDS
AT SAVINGS UP TO 50%
We sfilrhave a wood selection of Sandals and
Summer Shoes at Reduced Prices
1311 & Main
Bat0Of Wig Warehouse

9:N) to 6:00 p.m.

1969 HONDA 350, good condition Phone 753-3092 after 5:30
p m
July-18-P
FOUR BEAGLE puppies, seven
weeks old. Phone 753-6349 after 5:00 p. in.
July-18-C
14 Fr CHEROKEE fishing boat
with 20 HP Johnson motor and
trailer. Excellent
condition.
Phone 435-5352.
July-20-C
REGISTERED Llewellin setter
puppies. Call: 753-8870
July.20-C
1966 HONDA 160 and • 1962
Oldsmobile. Call 436-2379 after
five p m
July-20.0
•

hereby repealed to the_extent
of such conflict and to such
extent only. In all other respects, Ordinance Number 491
Is hereby eaffirmed.
CERrineD AS APPROVEP
BY THE ZONING AND PLAN
NING COMMISSION OF CITY
OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY, ON
,THIS THE 9TH DAY OF JULY,
1970.
a/ Bob Billington
Secretary of Zoning and
Planning Commission of
City of Murray, Ky.
PASSED ON FIRST READING BEFORE THE COMMON
COUNCIL OF CITY OF
RAY, KENTUCKY, ON THE
DAY, OF
1970.
PASSED ON SECOND READING BEFORE THE COMMON
COUNCIL OF CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY, ON THE
1970. DAY OF

914

Holmes Ellis, Mayor
City of Murray, Kentucky
ATTEST:
Stanford Andrus
Clerk,,,City of Murray,
Kentucky

RELIEF Duty
ST. LOUIS (UPI) - Bob
Chlupsa, a former Manhattan
College (N,Y.) basketball star,
was acquired by the St. Louis
relief
duty
for
Cardinals
Tuesday. Chlupsa was brought
up from Tulsa of the American
Assnciation, where he had a 3-1
CANNIBALISM-In chains, Stanley Baker, 22, who - pitching record and an 0.70
earned run mark.
admitted cannibalism, and Harry

Stroup, 21, are led
to court in Salinas, Calif., to face
charges in ths
case of missing James M. Schlosser, a Monfrina
social worker' whose armless, legless, heartless
torso
was found 'at a Yellowstone .RiVer campsite.
Baker,
who said he is a Member of a satanic cult,
admitted
eating the victim's heart. A 'Minor
traffic mishap
got the lakorLthem near Big Sur.

441n

(:n pines scoring
HOLLY A001) (UPI)
Neal Ilefti completed scurinF
Moonshine War
NI4011's
whicli stars l'alrit.L
and Rit hard A elmark.

.4*

98, WED '75 YEARS-William Andrews, 98, stands
with his newspaper (he reads four or five a day) by

his log cabin home near Darlington; Wis., and contemplates his July 24 wedding anniversary - 75
years with wife Hatt*, 93. "It doesn't seem to me,"
he declares, "that people get along any better with
their newfangled stuff than we did without it."
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Tra:,e1 topics

Our Uncle's
weatherbirds
in 11th yeaf

dr Tibias - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Woman Doctor
Tells Of Torture
At Viet Prison

SATURDAY - JULY 18. 1970

The Prin
Source of I
In Murra)
Calloway C

Navy's Silent Service Now 70 Years Old

NEW YORK (UP1)-Unele
Sam's 20 earth-orbiting weather
By MURRAY J. BROWN
satellites have entered their 11th
UPI Travel Editor
By DANIEL RAPOPORT
and genitalia, by being forcec
year of sending tele% ised meteorNEW YORK (UPI) - One oftli.e most dramatic chapters in OR ological inTonnation from outer WASHINGTON (UPI) -An to drink concoctions containlng
American woman doctor has powdered lime and
other
history of the United States can conte alive this year for 250 adven space.
reported widespread instances noxious substances, by being
ture-seeking Americana -- the opening of the Northwest by the
1TOS
and
ESSA
The TIROS,
at torture, unspeakable living toed up and suspended by ropes,
Lewis-Clark expedition. i
satellites provide daily pictures
A new series of tcairs are being offered which will closely of storm patterns, cloud cover, conditions and other "inhuman often upside down, from the
parallel the root.. of the "Corps of Discovery" headed by Nleriwether navigational help to ships and practices" at a second South rafters for hours...I examined
woman seven months pregnant
Lewis and William Clark through the tuncharted wilderness more planes, and other information. Vietnamese prison.
Dr. Marjorie NeLson, New who had been badly beaten the
than 165 years ago...
that
1960,
April
1,
It was on
It took that. intrepid band of explorers about 1 1/2 years to TIROS!, attached to the nose of Haven, Conn., made the report , previous week. This was the
to make the arduous trek across sprawling prairies, virgin forests, a three-stage Air Force Thor- in letters to Reps. William R. Iworst example...
towering mountain ranges and rampaging rivers from the small Able rocket, blasted off from Anderson, D-Tenn., and Augus- Conditions-"The nurse asQuang N'
ip Pr
fur trading post of St. Louis on the !Mississippi River to tit Cape Canaveral. Shaped like a tus F. Hawkins, D-Calif.--the signed
Pacific Ocean. They did it in 1804/5 by foot, horse and small boat. hat box and weighing about 270 two congressmen who reported was an opium addict and I only
The 1970 tours also will strike out front St. Louis, Nlo: but pounds, it carried two small the infamous "tiger cages" at 'met him in the dispensary once
will take only 23 days by plane, train, motorcoach and river flat- television cameras-ancestors of Con Son Island after a recent in my 13 months there.
trip to South Vietnam,
Prisoners themselves manned
boat to cover the 4,000-mile route to Portland, Orr.
the cameras that brought back
The tours were developed by Four Winds Travel, Inc., o the first pictures of Apollonauts Dr. Nelson, who worked with the dispensary...in addition to
the American Friends Service the crowding there was neither
• New York in connection with the "Discover America" campaign walking on the moon.
Committee,
told in her letters running water nor latrines in
desipied to remind Americans of their own rich heritage and of the
In the 10 years that followed,
countless natural and man-made attractions available .
in • thei TIROS(Television and Infra-Rad_ of conditions at the Quang Ngai any of the rooms where
hiirfMand..
I-Observation Satellite), which was Province civilian prison be- prisoners were confined from 6
Launching of the United States nuclear submarine Grayling at Portsmouth, N.H.
The first tour is slated to depart from St. Louis on June 2 the research space vehicle; ESSA tween September, 1968 and p.m. to 6 cm. and food and
Once it accepted the three- . merged polar transit.
with the others scheduled for each SUCCP13611/C Saturday until (Environmental Science Services October, 1969. Anderson placed water were both provided in
By MICHAEL REMAS
unsanitary if not uncontaminat- Written Especially for Central torpedo Holland, however, the
Aug. 22.
Then came other nuclear sub
Administration) the operational her letter in the Congressional
Press and This Newspaper
Navy was on its way to sup- achievements. In 1960 the U.S.S.
Each tour will follow the same itinerary and each ;di be satellite and 1TOS (Improved Fteciarl and Rep. John E. Moss, ed condition."
accompanied by "a distinguished Lewis and Clark scholar to Television Operational Satellite) D-Calif., called her to testify Sentences-Officials said 80 THE U.S. NAVY'S Silent plying the nation with a valu- Triton spent 84 days in a 36,per cent of the inmates were Service, an organization wit h able means of defense and to 014-mile underwater trip around
help' bring history alise along the way" in addition to the tour have relayed
more than 1.3 today before his House foreign
-political prisoners," wrote Dr. a proud and courageous his- opening up ocean exploration. the world, and the U.S.S. Washescort, a spokesman said.
operations
subcommittee.
million photographs of the
tory, is marking its 70th anniThe Navy enteied World War ington fired two missiles while
Tour groups will be restricted to 25 members for comfort earth's weather patterns.
Here are excerpts from her Nelson, but conversations with versary.
I with 24 Diesel submersibles. submerged; later, the U.S.S.
many of them indicated their
and convenience. They will travel through eight states: Missouri
letter:
It is the Navy's submarine
The 20 weatherbirds, designed
political crime was improper or service, launched on April 11, They saw little action and were Skate and the U.S.S. Seadragon
Iowa, South and North Dakota, Montana, Idaho, Washington and
and built here by RCA's Astro Torture-"I saw dozens of incomplete papers,
unable to confirm a single vic- broke through 48 inches of
presence
in
Oregon.
1900, when the government ac- tory. In World War II the North Pole ice to come to the
Electronics Division, have flown patients with bruises of varying an unauthorized
place "or in
One feature will be a three-day trip on specially-built pontoonits first submarine, the Navy's submarine strength surface, and the U.S.S. Beewolf
more than 5 billion miles, lived severity. I also examined the case of the women, inability cepted
U.S.S. Holland, a 53-foot, 74- comprised less than 2 per spent 60 days undersea, coverPlatform flatts along the spectacular Wilderness Waterway on
patients who had coughed up,
the equivalent of 36 years in
to account for the whereabouts ton vessel invented by John P. cent of the fleet, but sank 5 ing almost 14,000 miles.
the upper Mituouri River with its soaring White Cliffs and other
tellite space, and have probe vomited or urinated blood after
Holland, an Irish-American who
still virtually unchanged natural wonders.
tons of Japanese ship• • •
ably given the United States'being beaten about the chest, of their husbands, who were employed electric batteries and million
ping, including more than bait
WITH six nuclear -powered
Official report
at - 500 weather - watching back and stomach. On at least therefore assumed to be NLF an internal combustion engine of the Japanese merchant fleet.
two occasions I was able Is (Viet Cong) guerrillas."
actack
expected to
according to the Navy Depart- join thesubmarines
The official report on the area in the journals of the Lewis- stations in 50 _nations more document, by X-rays, fractures Dr. Nelson said she and a to power it.
silent service this year.
From that early revolutionary
meteorological
than
information
Clark expedition reads almost like a modern-day travel brochure:
fellow worker unsuccessfully
the Navy submersible force
of the bones following beatings appealed for help to the craft which lacked a periscope,
"The bluffs of the river rise to the height (sic) Of from 2 to ever was collected before.
now-comprises 41 Polaris subthe Navy has advanced its subPrisoners also told me of being American province senior advi- marine fleet to the point where
300 feet and in most places nearly perpendicular...it seemed as if
U.S. UNDERSEA craft were marines missile - carriers I. 46
tortured by electricity, with ser and the Vietnamese pro- it includes 87 nuclear-powered aided during The war by the nuclear powered attack submathose seens (sic) of visionary inchantnrient (sic) would never have
wires attached-0)4mm *ghat vince chit end: for-here •it --is-tort -that nature per-settee -to. the-vre-w • of 'the
vessels: 42 of-which carry mis- alt- welded hulls which- besame tinee,-• and 64 ----••••• •
siles, ean stay submerged for standard in the late 1920s, pertraveler VaRrranall*walls;of tolerable workmatatt:.having tlieThe sailors and officers manmonths, and can cruise thou- mitting the submarines to suba
appearance of the walls of ancient houses or gardens.
merge deeper and to offer .fling the nuclear vessels are the
sands of miles underwater.
On the down-elver trip; tour members will camp on shore aT...
greater protection from depth best trained men in naval his.
• • •
night and eat meals cooked over open fires. All iteresuary ramping
tory. The sailors themselves, all
THE HOLLAND. however, charges of the enemy.
equipment will be furnished by the tour operator.
In 1955, the submarine be- volunteers, ret-eive educations
was not the first American subOther transportation, accommodations and meals will lie more
marine. In 1776, Yale graduate came a true submersible with valued at ;20,000 each, in which
orthodox. Travel will include Vistadorne train, motorcoacit and
David Bushnell designed and the introduction of the nuclear they learn such things as metalother vehicles, and plane. Accommodations_ will be provided in
built a one-man submarine tor- powered U.S.S. Nautilus, a ves- lurgy, electronics, nucleonics.
deluxe or first class hotels, motels and "the best lodgings, de- Two hippies in dark glasses and
pedo boat, and inventor Robert sel no longer dependent on the systems integration, data proFulton later experimented with Earth's atmosphere and with cessing. and hundreds of other
pending on the area," according to the bruichure.
long hair were strolling down
submarine designs before de- an endutance greater than the subjects.
The route will follow the trail blazed by Lewis and Clark ,an avenue when one of them
With such education and
to the source of the mighty Missouri, and to Lehnti Pars on the ridge happened tolook up.
to determine -the judgment veloping his steamboat. During men' who manned het.
By ISABELLE HALL
the Civil War, the Confederate
Cat rying gieater sonar, ra- technical advancement, the men
to the Continental Divide, and parallel the Lolo Trail through the "What's that?" he asked his
WASHINGTON (UPI) - A factor."
submarine Hunley sank the- dar and other improvements, and the nuclear powered subBitterroot Mountains of Northern Idaho. •
companion. "The sun or the major general who heads the He said:
Union ship Housatonic in Char- the Nautilus in 1958 crossed the marines are a testimonial to 70
There also will be lectures and exhibits and side ,trips
moon?"
National' Guard Bureau said "The situation has got to leston Harbor.
North Pole during the first sub- years of undersea achievement.
Indian reservations. old fur trade and .steenship landmarks, his- "Don't ask me, man,". said Friday that "deadly force should depend...we can have violence
toric ghost towns and visits to littleknown museums and restora- the other "I don't live in this only be used as a last on campus just as in the
tion figures it. the toe:44o-, oast
tions.
neighborhood."
emergency" in campus violence cities...deadly force should only
drive could be done in 48 hours, OKAYS CREDIT CARD
The tour is climaxed at Chinook Point in the state of Washington.
emergency.
be
a
last
used
as
but said guardsmen should be
20 minutes at an average speed
TACOMA, Wash, (UPI)
It was here that Lewis and Clark_and their men stood atop "My husband smokes in bed", allowed weapons to protect' But a guy should have the
of 60 miles per hour.
Ralph
the high bluff and saw they-goal for which they had risked -- the wife c,mplainecl to the psy- their lives.
right of protection of Life.
Interstate 80 when completed s 8 years old, a female,
and gained so much: the Pacific Ocean.
chiatrist. "Why, that's nothing",
Maj. Gen. Winston P. Wilson, "Normally we have sniper
will span 2,899.39 miles, the and a cat. When an oil
After visits to Ft. Clapsop, Cannon Beitch, Tillamook Head- the doctor said lightly. "Lots chief of National Guard opera- teams but this doesn't preclude,
longest of all Interstate routes. company credit card applicaand other spots along the coast where the Lewis-Clark expedition of men do" "Face down?" she tions in the Defense Depart- 'if a man is about to lose his
As of the start of 1970, 2,273.15 tion came through the mail, an
•
spent the winter of 1805, the tour parties proceed to Portland. asked.
protection
himself
life,
or
of
ment, also displayed to the
WASHINCTON
(UPI)--In miles of I.-80 had been completed unidentified member of the
Ore., the final stop on their trek.
President's commission o n others."
The tours are priced at SL595 per person, which includes She was 18, he was 17, and the campus unrest an array of
Under National Guard rules 1975, if the Federal Highway with another 357.34 miles under Lloyd Nelson family tilled out
transportation, accommodations, meals, admission fees.tips, some parents opposed the wedding. missile and weapons used for Ohio, where four studentS Administration keeps its present construction and the rest under the form as follows:
schedule.
"Name- feline Ralph Nelson.
When the officiating clergy- against guardsmen
possible- to engineering study.
_taxes and use of camping equipment from St. Louis to Portland.
at student were killed at Kent State drive from New York
Sex- spayed female. Age- 8
to CaliPersonal expenses, fsuch as laundry and other incidentals. are extra. man asked the youthful clergy- outbreaks in Wisconsin.
University, in May, Wilson said
breaking the Rights bought
years. Eyes- green. Hair'Travel to SL Louis and from Portland also is not included in the- groom to repeat after him, They included a nail-studded a guardsmen is instructed to fornia- Without
"With all my worldly goods
calico. Oectgaktion - chasing
Ore.
Load his weapon only on, speed limit-in two days.
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)
baseball
bat,
iron
bars,
jagged
I thee endow," the mother
authorization of an officer, orl _ The entire trip would be via Paramount has bought screen mice,"
nudged her husband and whis- pieces of metal and a foitr- when required to save his life Interstate Route 80, front New rights
That was enough information
to Richard Farina's novpound
rock
he
said
was
York City to San Francisco. .-As
pered "There goes his Motor
and Ralph received her own
returning
fire.
or
when
el,
"Been
flown
So
Long
It
propelled
at a group of troops
scooter."
credit card,
Wilson told the commission, the Department of Transports- Looks Up to Me."
by a powerful home-made
-I
understand an order was'
"I
slingshot
Under questioning, Wilson xiven at Ohio for weapons to bet
agreed that special guard units loaded." He said he did not,
WRONG WAY
should be assigned to deal with know if ah order was given for
any sniper Lire that may occur weapons to be fired.

United Press ;

Seen&H
Arouni
Murrai

Now on to other thi

For two pice peopl
ficult to beat Sue am
Spann.

And another Spann
high is Guy the Resit
there pitching all the

We drove through
Estates Friday evenin
struck by the beauti
there. Much of the not
paved with building
beyond the unpaved s

Sitting there in
yesterday evening 1st
comes Robin chased
Bird. This goes on for
pretty soon there are
Birds chasing this ono

We figured the Rob
near a nest or possibly
had something to eat
wanted by the Jay Hi

If you set out som
.--phants this spring, brit
They get some water.

-EN I- HEARD-

Major General Says Deadly
Force Should Only Be Used

As Last Emergency On Campus

OPPORTUNITY

RIGHT IN THE
PALM OF
YOUR

lighting by policemen is legal in
New York but not the way
Patrolman David Kaplan went
about it.
Kaplan was suspended from
his beat Thursday and arrested
for allegedly growing marijuana in the garden of his home in
Brentwood on Long Island

One moue
Iz
finfinin mi
THE MOST IN DRY CLEANING

ONE-HOUR
Nartinizing

ONE HOUR SERVICE

off.
Asked if he felt guardsmen
should not carry weapons at all,
the witness replied: "No sir.
There has to be flexibility there

WE'LL PHOTOGRAPH IT
MAR

Sale of Fish
In Vermont is
Banned Friday
BURLINGTON, Vt. (UPI)
The Vermont Health Board,:
acting because of the discovery
of abnormally high levels of
mercury in state waters has
banned the sale of fish in
caught Vermont.
The action at the board's
monthly
Meeting
Thursday
extended a ban against the sale
of fish
caught in Lake
Champlain to other lakes, purl&
and rivers.
Both the Fish and Game
departments are continuing a
program of testing waters for
mercury concentrations, initiated after Canadian officials
reported last month they had
discovered high concentrations
in 'fish In northern Lane
Champlain,
Health Commissioner De,
Robert Aiken warned
state
residents, especially expectant
mothers, against eating any
fish caught in state waters.
Gov. Deane C, Davis has
created a task. force to examiee
the mercury problem. The task
force indicated the discovery of
mercury may have come varly
-enough tb bring its disposal
wider control. The task force
said, however, the mercury
could have entered state waterli
from a variety at sources.

"MISS NUDE" — Ellen
Kauffman of Albuquerque. N.M., strikes a languorous pose as she prepares to try again for the
"Miss Nude America"
title at Naked City, Ind.,
a nudist site. She was
second last year. Costume: high heel footwear
and earrings.

NOTICE
Dr. Richard and Dr. Mary
Bcoerinvneyer wish to announce that their Chiropractic offices at 302 S. 12th
Street Murray will be closed
Saturday, July 18, at which
time they will re-locate to
their new more spacious
quarters 3% mites east of
city limits of Murray, on
Hwy 94. Phone 753-2962 or
753-8562.

STANDARD PORTRATURE thde UNUSUAL PHOTOGRAPH

*PORTRAITS
WEDDINGS
*COMMERCIAL
*AERIAL
*RESTORATIONS
WE DO THEM ALL

Tubbs ,itubiri
223 South 13th Street

Offices will Oven
MONDAY, JULY 20
AT 1 A. PA

NOW

-

We watered our r
Gum and a Snow Ball]
watering one of our
Trees which seems
handle the dryness as
other.

Left over Christmas
cleaned out of the p
week and piled at the '
big Post Oak. The
and birds had a ball.
and the Grackles conc.'
the peanuts and the s
walnuts.
They eves, buried
them.

Now comes once more
D Hughes with a cc
solution for the vex
problem at the inter
Richland with Mag
Keenland, the latter I
forming a "U" at Ric
Erudite Mr. Hughes I
say concerning the pr
"Donning my now
faded traffic expert Cl
hauled my feeble mind
cobwebs and began a
similarity to thinking
few practice runs, I tk
traffic problem pinneo

"Being quite familial
(Continued

on Pao

GOP Lea
Southern
WASHINGTON (UP
Republican leaders
south, according to S
Thurmond, now bell
dent Nixon has abar
'Southern strategy."
Republican state
from the South cern
conclusion Last week
met in Washington.
made it official Pride;
took the Senate floor
Nixon's school des
policies, and to
President he might r
elected if he con'
pursue them.
Thurmond indicated
leaders decided the
was no longer trying
Southern favor wit
treatment" for their r
country in school desi
matters. "They all a

Fire Departme
Called To Hosi
The Murray Fire D
answered a call Sunds
p.m to the Murraj
County Hospital.
Fire Chief Flavil
said lightning had 34
hospital alarm at the fi
but that there was no
hospital.,.6

